Chapter 4

Cell Locomotion in One Dimension
Pierre Recho and Lev Truskinovsky

4.1 Introduction
The ability of cells to self-propel is essential for most biological processes: in
the early life of an embryo, stem cells move to form tissues and organs, during
the immune response, leukocytes migrate through capillaries to attack infections
and collective motion of epithelial cells is necessary for wound healing. While
the molecular and biochemical basis of cell motility is basically known, the
underlying mechanical theory of active continuum media is still under development
[3, 23, 34, 39, 55, 71, 102, 118, 125, 168].
At a rather schematic level, sufficient for our purposes, a cell can be viewed
as an elastic ‘bag’ whose interior is separated from the exterior by a bi-layer lipid
membrane. The membrane is attached from inside to a cortex—an active muscletype layer maintaining the cell’s shape. The interior is filled with a passive medium,
the cytosol, where all essential cell organelles are immersed. The active machinery
inside the cytosol, ensuring self-propulsion, resides in the cytoskeleton: a perpetually renewed network of actin filaments that is cross-linked by myosin motors
while being transiently attached to the cell exterior through adhesion proteins. The
main active processes in the cytoskeleton are: the non-equilibrium polymerization
of actin fibers, the relative sliding of actin fibers induced by myosin motors and
the active bonding of trans-membrane proteins to viscous or elastic substrate
[5, 23, 66, 102, 105].
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The elementary mechanisms responsible for the steady crawling of keratocytes,
flattened cells with fibroblastic functions that will be our main object of study,
have been identified [2, 15, 16, 44, 65, 102, 127, 146, 160]. Like most other
eukaryotic cells, they self-propel by advancing the front and retracting the rear.
The advance starts with protrusion through active polymerization in the frontal
area of the cell (the lamellipodium) with a simultaneous formation of adhesion
clusters at the advancing edge. After the adhesion of the protruding part of the
cell is secured, the cytoskeleton contracts due to activity of myosin motors. The
contraction leads to detachment at the rear and disassembly of the actin network
through de-polymerization.
It is usually assumed that active polymerization ensuring protrusion can be
described as the work of spatially distributed ‘pushers’, generating positive force
couples, while active contraction can be viewed as an outcome of the mechanical
action of distributed ‘pullers’, responsible for negative force couples. One of our
main goals will be to show that the relative roles of pushers and pullers in cellular
motility may be interchangeable and tightly linked to the task to be performed,
see also [33, 95, 124, 132, 144]. The active side of the reversible adhesion of
adhesive patches (focal adhesions) is understood insufficiently and we treat them
as passive viscous binders whose spatial distribution may be regulated actively [52].
The three main components of the motility mechanism (polymerization, contraction and adhesion) depend upon continuous supply of energy provided by the ATP
hydrolysis. They also require intricate regulation by complex signaling pathways
involving chemical and mechanical feedback loops and the implied synchronization
allows the cell to move with a relatively stable shape and velocity [13, 152].
While the general crawling mechanisms described above can support non-stationary
translocation of the cell body [6, 12, 93], in this chapter we focus exclusively on the
study of steady motility modes and will deal, outside transients, with cell fragments
advancing at a constant velocity.
A variety of multi-scale simulation approaches targeting various cell motility
mechanisms can be found in the literature, see the reviews in [14, 34, 102, 120, 152,
163]. Among them, prominent role is occupied by continuum mechanical models,
although the underlying rheological assumptions may be rather diverse. Thus, in
some models, the cytoskeleton is viewed as a highly viscous active fluid moving
through a cytoplasm by generating internal contractile stresses [7, 63, 77, 109]. In
other models, the cytoskeleton is represented as an active gel whose polar nature is
modeled in the framework of the theory of liquid crystals [28, 71, 73, 75, 82, 118].
The active gel theory approach has been quite successful in reproducing various
sub cellular structures observed in vivo [46, 47, 49, 134] and we basically follow
it in this chapter albeit without an explicit reference to local orientational order.
At sufficiently fast time scales, the cytoskeleton can be also modeled as an active
solid with highly nonlinear scale-free rheology [24, 116]. The range of rheological
models compatible with mechanical behavior of cytoskeleton reflects the incredible
adaptability of this active medium and mirrors the variety of different motility
modes in disparate types of cells.
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In addition to bulk rheology, various surface elements of the motility machinery
have been subjected to focused studies. It was shown that in some cases the plasmic
membrane with its attached cortex can be viewed as a passive elastic surface and
modeled by phase field methods allowing one to pass smoothly through topological
transitions [55, 153, 163]. In other cases, the membrane may also play an active role,
for instance, an asymmetric distribution of channels on the surface of the membrane
can be responsible for a particular mechanism of cell motility relying on variation
of osmotic pressure [147]. Another type of activity is associated with muscletype contractions in the cortex that play an important role in blebbing [139, 151]
and mitosis [133, 156]. An important role of active feedback between the shape
of a crawling cell and the diffusion of pushers along the plasma membrane, was
emphasized in [3]. While most models assume that the cell membrane interacts with
the exterior of the cell through passive viscous forces, active dynamics of adhesion
complexes has recently become an area of intense research driven in part by the
finding of a complex dependence of the crawling velocity on the adhesive properties
of the environment [43, 44, 52, 88, 89, 107, 129, 138, 168].
The account of these and other relevant factors, including realistic geometry,
G-actin transport, Rac/Rho-regulation, etc., has led to the development of rather
comprehensive models of cell motility that are adequate not only qualitatively
but also quantitatively and can already serve as powerful predictive tools, see
for instance [14, 48, 55, 91, 131, 141, 153, 166] and other chapters of this book.
However, a physical understanding of the separate roles played in various macroscopic manifestations by individual active components of the self-propulsion
machinery and the appreciation of the associated competition and cooperation
between different ‘players’ is usually obscured by geometrical and bio-chemical
complexity of such models and remain hidden behind opaque computational
schemes [48, 63, 141, 152, 163, 165, 166, 169].
To bring some transparency into the interplay between contraction, protrusion
and adhesion and to develop the associated intuition, we overview in this chapter
a set of deliberately simplified models of lamellipodial cell motility allowing one
to achieve analytical results without sacrificing the main effect which each model
is intended to illustrate. All these models involve one-dimensional projection of the
complex intra-cellular dynamics on the direction of locomotion.
More specifically, we assume that the motor part of a crawling eukaryotic cell
can be viewed as a one-dimensional continuum layer. The two free boundaries
representing the front and the rear of the moving fragment are the places where
the external fluxes can operate and the external loads can be applied. In particular,
we suppose that actin treadmilling can take place only on these boundaries and
that it can be modeled as an influx of mass at the front boundary and its
disappearance at the rear boundary. The actomyosin cytoskeleton is modeled as
an active gel and active contraction is represented by a spatially inhomogeneous
pre-stress [83]. Adhesion is treated as spatially inhomogeneous viscous friction
[48, 61, 75, 86, 131, 141].
In pursuit of analytic transparency, we decouple the momentum balance equation
from the mass transport equation by assuming infinite compressibility of the
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cross-linked actin network [75, 131]. The density of motors is either assumed to be
constant or modeled by an advection-diffusion equation where the advection is due
to the flow of actin. To ensure that the crawling cell maintains its size, we introduce
a phenomenological cortex/osmolarity mediated quasi-elastic interaction between
the front and the back of the self-propelling fragment [11, 12, 49, 93]; a comparison
of such mean field elasticity with more conventional bulk elasticity models can be
found in [122]. Similar coupling between the front and the rear of the fragment may
have an active origin as well resulting from different rates of polymerization and
de-polymerization at the extremities of the lamellipodium [50].
Different effects are emphasized in the three sections of this review and the
corresponding minimal systems of equations, capable of capturing the desired
effects, are adjusted accordingly. In all three sections our goal is to provide evidence
that individual active mechanisms can either act separately or have to be coordinated
in order to ensure the required performance.
In the first section we focus on active contraction while maximally simplifying
adhesion and fully neglecting active protrusion. We build upon the observation that
motility initiation in keratocytes may be triggered by raising the contractility of
myosin [40, 92, 114, 159, 161, 167]. It is also known that cells may self-propel by
contraction only [76]. By limiting our attention to ‘pullers’, we confront the existing
theories of polarization and motility that place the main emphasis on ‘pushers’
and link motility initiation with active treadmilling and protrusion. Mathematically,
our one-dimensional model reduces to a dynamical system of a Keller–Segel-type,
however, in contrast to its chemotaxic analog, the nonlocality in this system which
we call autotaxis is due to mechanical rather than chemical feedback. If compared
with previous studies of Keller–Segel-type problems, our setting is complicated by
the presence of free boundaries equipped with Stefan type boundary conditions. The
model provides compelling evidence that both, the initiation of motility, associated
with polarization, and its arrest, associated with re-symmetrization, may be fully
controlled by the average contractility of motor proteins.
While contraction is crucial for pulling the organelles, protrusion is known
to be the main mechanism of pushing [74]. In the second section we shift our
focus to protrusion while maximally simplifying the description of contraction.
More specifically, we assume that motor concentration is time independent and
spatially homogeneous and keep adhesion passive. Our main result is that the roles
of protrusion and contraction as the dominant mechanism of self-propulsion may
by interchangeable depending on the character of the mechanical task performed
by the cell. We identify a macroscopic signature of the dominance of each of the
two mechanisms by demonstrating that the force-velocity relation associated with
pushing is necessarily concave while pulling-dominated force-velocity relation may
be convex-concave with an interval of negative mobility.
Finally, in the third section we mainly focus on active adhesion allowing it to
optimally accommodate the dominating driving mode. We take an inverse engineering approach and use as optimality criterion the maximization of the overall velocity.
For the given strength of protrusion, we prescribe the average level of contractile
activity, and then search for the optimal internal distribution of contractile and
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adhesive units. Our analysis of the ensuing variational problem demonstrates that
radically different distributions of focal adhesions are most favorable depending
on the domineering active mechanism of self-propulsion. Thus, for contractiondominated motility, focal adhesions have to cooperate with pullers which end up
localizing at the trailing edge of the cell while for protrusion-dominated motility
they must conspire with pushers which concentrate at the leading edge of the cell.
Both types of crawling mechanisms have been observed experimentally.

4.2 Contraction
As we have already mentioned, the problem of finding the mechanism of motility
initiation is most commonly addressed in the framework emphasizing active polymerization [17, 32, 41, 64, 103, 135]. With such emphasis on ‘pushers’, spontaneous
polarization was studied by Callan-Jones et al. [30], John et al. [74], Hawkins
et al. [60], Hawkins and Voituriez [58], Doubrovinski and Kruse [48], and BlanchMercader and Casademunt [20]. In [10, 169] and [168], polarization was interpreted
as a result of an inhomogeneity of adhesive interactions. Yet another group of
authors successfully argued that cell polarity may be induced by a Turing-type
instability [8, 70, 104, 157]. Such a diversity of modeling approaches is, of course,
a manifestation of the fact that very different mechanisms of motility initiation are
engaged in cells of different types.
The experimental evidence that contraction may be the leading factor behind
the polarization of keratocytes has been broadly discussed in the literature. It was
realized that active contraction creates an asymmetry-amplifying positive feedback
because it causes actin flow which in turn carries the regulators of contraction
[4, 14, 81, 124, 133]. In constrained conditions such autotaxis generates peaks in
the concentration of stress activators (myosin motors) [22, 67] and this patterning
mechanism was used, for instance, to model polarization induced by angular cortex
flow [59, 61]. Closely related heuristic models of the Keller–Segel type [112]
employing essentially the same physical mechanism of instability (autotaxis) and
also describing symmetry breaking and localization were independently proposed
in [31, 80]. In all these models, however, the effect of contraction (pullers)
was obscured by the account of other mechanisms, in particular, polymerization
induced protrusion (pushers), and the focus was on generation of internal flow
and the resulting pattern formation, rather than on the problem of ensuring steady
translocation of a cell.
More recent models of contraction-induced polarization relying on splay instability in an active gel were proposed in [55, 152, 153]. In these model, however,
‘pushers’ were not the only players, in particular, polarization was induced by a
local phase transition from non-polar to polar gel. In a closely related paper [29], the
motility initiation was attributed to a contraction-induced instability in a poro-elastic
active gel permeated by a solvent. Here again the non-contractile active mechanism
was involved as well and therefore the domineering role of contraction could not be
made explicit.
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A question intimately related to the problem of motility initiation is how the
resulting steady translocation of a cell can be halted. Several computational models
provided an indication that the two phenomena are related and that motility initiation
and motility arrest may emerge from a re-entrant behavior of the same branch of
motile regimes [55, 80, 124, 153]. However, it is still not clear whether motility
initiation and motility arrest can be both fully contraction-driven. To address this
issue we present in this section an analytically tractable one-dimensional model
which answers the question positively and shows that the increase of contractility
may cause not only polarization but also re-symmetrization.
Following previous work, we exploit the Keller–Segel (autotaxis) mechanism,
but now in a free boundary setting. In contrast to most previous studies, our
contraction driven translocation of a cell is caused exclusively by the internal flow
generated by molecular motors (pullers) and no other active agents are involved,
see also [124, 125]. While most of the elements of the proposed model have been
anticipated by the comprehensive computational approaches, e.g. [131], it was
previously not apparent that the initiation of motility, the steady translocation, the
re-symmetrization and the arrest of motility can be all captured already in such a
minimal model.
On the mathematical side, we show that the increase of contractility beyond a
well defined threshold leads to a bifurcation from a static symmetric solution of
the governing system of equations (of Keller–Segel type) describing non-motile cell
to an asymmetric traveling wave (TW) solution describing steadily moving cell.
While several TW regimes are available at the same value of parameters, we show
that stable TW solutions localize motors at the trailing edge of the cell in agreement
with observations [40, 92, 114, 159, 161, 167]. Moreover, we show that if adhesion
with the extra-cellular substrate is sufficiently low, the increase of motor-induced
contraction may induce transition from the steady state TW solution back to a static
solution. This re-symmetrization transition, leading to the motility arrest, can be
directly associated with the behavior of keratocytes prior to cell division [84, 85,
145] and our model shows that such a re-entrant behavior can be ensured exclusively
by ‘pullers’ without any engagement of either active protrusion or liquid crystal
elasticity.

4.2.1 A Toy Model
Our point of departure is a conceptual model elucidating the mechanism of
contraction-driven crawling and emphasizing the role of symmetry breaking in
achieving the state of steady self propulsion.
Recall that in crawling cells, the ‘motor part’ containing contracting cytoskeleton
(lamellipodium), is a thin active layer located close to the leading edge of the cell,
see Fig. 4.1. We assume that all mechanical action originates in lamellipodium and
that from the mechanical viewpoint the rest of the cell, including the nucleus, can
be interpreted as cargo. The main task will be to develop a model of freely moving
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Fig. 4.1 Conceptual discrete model of the motility mechanism in a crawling keratocyte cell

lamellipodium which we schematize as a segment of active gel in viscous contact
with a rigid background. The actin network inside the gel is contracted by myosin
motors which leads to an internal flow opposed by the viscous interaction with the
background. The unidirectional flow is a result of the asymmetry of contraction that
ultimately propels the cell.
The simplest model elucidating this mechanism involves three rigid blocks of
size lb placed in a frictional contact with a rigid support, characterized by the viscous
friction coefficient . The neighboring blocks are connected by active pullers (force
dipoles) exerting contractile forces. The long range signaling ensuring the control of
cell volume is modeled by a linear spring with stiffness k connecting the first and the
last block. To regularize the problem we place in parallel with contractile elements
additional dashpots characterized by the viscosity coefficient .
In the absence of inertia, we can write the force balance equations for our system
in the form
x2
lb  xP 1 C k x3 xL10L0 C 1  xP 1 P
D0
lb
xP 2 Px1
xP 2 Px3

D0
lb  xP 2  1 C 2 
lb
lb
x3 x1 L0
xP 3 Px2
lb  xP 3  k L0
 2 
D 0;
lb

(4.1)

where x1 .t/; x2 .t/; x3 .t/ are the current positions of the blocks and L0 is the reference
length of a linear spring. This spring describes the membrane-cortex ‘bag’ around
the lamellipodium allowing the inhomogeneous contraction to be transformed into a
protruding force. We assume that polarization has already taken place and therefore
the contractile force dipoles 1
0 and 2
0 acting between the two pairs
of blocks are not the same 1 ¤ 2 . The polarization itself requires additional
constructs and will be addressed later.
The system (4.1) can be rewritten as three decoupled equations for the length of
our active segment L.t/ D x3 .t/x1 .t/, its geometric center G.t/ D .x3 .t/Cx1 .t//=2
and the position of a central block x2 .t/ representing the internal flow:
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lb .1 C l20 =l2b /LP D 1 C 2 C 2k.L=L0  1/
P D 1  2
2lb .1 C 3l20 =l2b /G
2 2
lb .1 C 3l0 =lb /Px2 D 1  2 :

(4.2)

p
= is the hydrodynamic length scale which will ultimately play
Here l0 D
the role of a regularizing parameter. The first equation shows that the length is
converging to a steady state value:
L D L0 .1  .1 C 2 /=.2k//:
Notice that in order to avoid the collapse of the layer due to contraction, it is
necessary to ensure that the spring has sufficiently large stiffness k > .1 C 2 /=2:
We also observe that independently of the value of the evolving length L.t/, the
velocity of the geometrical center of our train of blocks V is always the same
P D
VDG

1  2
:
2lb .1 C 3l20 =l2b /

(4.3)

One can see that this mechanical system can move as a whole only if 1 ¤ 2 .
This emphasizes the crucial role played in cell motility by the inhomogeneity of
contraction. The origin of the implied gradients and the mechanism allowing the cell
to maintain the inhomogeneity, will be addressed already in the continuum setting.
We observe that the middle block moves in the direction opposite to the motion
of the center of the system with a constant velocity xP 2 D 2V. Therefore, it takes
a finite time  L=.3V/ for the central block to collide with the block at the rear
and additional assumptions are needed to extend the dynamics beyond the collision
point.
To model circulation (turnover) of the cytoskeleton in a one-dimensional setting, we assume that while the flow is continuous along the contact surface,
the cytoskeleton disintegrates into small pieces (actin monomers) at the trailing
edge and reintegrates at the leading edge. This assumption allows us to close the
treadmilling cycle, even though the details of the discontinuous part of the cycle,
involving both reaction and an almost frictionless transport of monomers, will not
be resolved by the model. The reverse flow will be replaced by instantaneous jumps
maintaining the overall mass balance. We also neglect the active propulsion on the
frontal boundary due to growth of the network.
More specifically, we assume that as a result of each collision a block at the
rear is instantaneously removed from the chain and at the same time an identical
block is added at the front. In other words, each (equilibrium) de-polymerization
event at the rear is matched by an (equilibrium) polymerization event at the front.
Essentially, we suppose that at the time scale of frictional (continuous) dynamics the
reverse transport of monomers takes place instantaneously: we implicitly assume the
existence of a stationary gradient of chemical potential of actin monomers and of a
large pool of monomers ready to be added to the network at the front as soon as one
of them is released at the rear.
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Fig. 4.2 (a) Schematic representation of the motion of individual particles (blocks) forming the
motor part of a crawler in a steady state regime (three particle case). Trajectories in space time
coordinates of the particles x1 (magenta, OBCEF), x2 (green, ABDEG) and x3 (red, ACDFG);
dashed lines show the jump parts of the crawling cycle. Continuous flows have to overcome friction
while the jumps are assumed to be friction free. (b) A closed loop constituting one full stroke in
the parameter space (x2  x1 , x3  x2 ). The time of one full stroke (A to G) is Ts D L=V and the
distance traveled by the crawler per stroke is VTs D L

The structure of the resulting stroke in the t; x plane and in the x2  x1 ; x3  x2
plane is shown in Fig. 4.2. One can see that each block maintains its identity through
the whole cycle and that its trajectory involves a succession of continuous segments
described by (4.1) that are interrupted by instantaneous frictionless jumps from the
rear to the front. Notice that in this interpretation the blocks can change order and
the condition x1 < x2 < x3 is not always satisfied. For instance, when the blocks x1
and x2 collide at point B, the block x1 disappears at the back (point B) and reappears
at the front (point C) ahead of the block x3 . This jump mimics the frictionless part of
the treadmilling cycle. It is clear that already in 2D formulation such jumps are not
necessary because the reverse flow of actin can be modeled directly (see examples
in the other chapters of this volume).
Consider now the case of N coupled blocks. Then, the force balance for the
central blocks j 2 Œ2; N  1 reads
lb  xP j  j1 C j 

xP j  xP j1
xP j  xP jC1

D 0:
lb
lb

This system of equations can be written in the matrix form,
TPx D b;
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where we denoted by xP the unknown vector xP 1 ; : : : ; xP N . The tri-diagonal matrix
2
6
6
6
6
6
TD6
6
6
6
4

l2

.2 C lb2 /

1

0

0

0

.2 C lb2 / 1
0
::
::
:
:

0
::

0

0

1
0

l2

:

0

0

1 .2 C

0

0

0

1

3

0

l2b
/
l20

1
l2

.2 C lb2 /

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

0

describes the viscous coupling and frictional interaction with the background while
the vector
2
3
l2
1 C 0  lb0 xP 1
6
7
6
7
1  2
6
7
6
7
:
::
lb 6
7
bD 26
7
7
l0 6
6
7
6 
7
N2  N1
4
5
2
l
N1  0  lb0 xP N
with 0 D k.xN  x1  L0 /=L0 carries the information about the active forcing, the
mean field type elasticity and the boundary layer effects. To find the solution xP , we
need to invert the matrix T and then solve a system of two coupled linear equations
xP 1 D .R b/1 and xP N D .R b/N where R D T1 . The components of the matrix R
can be found explicitly [98]
Ri;j D

cosh ..N C 1  j  i//  cosh ..N C 1  jj  ij//
;
2 sinh./ sinh..N C 1//

where  D arccosh.1 C l2b =2l20 /: Knowing the ‘velocity field’, we can now compute
the steady state value of the length
PN1
L D L0 1 

jD1 cosh..j  N=2//j
PN1
jD1 cosh..j  N=2//k

!
:

From this formula we see again that a finite stiffness is necessary to prevent the
collapse of the system under the action of contractile stresses: assuming for instance
N
that i D N we obtain the low bound for the admissible elasticity modulus k > .
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The steady velocity V D .PxN C xP 1 /=2 of the geometrical center of the system can
be also computed explicitly
V D

lb

PN1
jD1

sinh..j  N=2//j

2 sinh.N=2/

:

For N even, by denoting M D N=2, we can rewrite this expression in the form
VD

lb

PM1
jD1

sinh.j/.MCj  Mj /
2 sinh.M/

from where it is clear that (as in the case of three blocks) the symmetry of the vector
 with respect to the center must be broken for the system to be able to self-propel.
An interesting mathematical problem associated with the absence of commutation
between the zero viscosity limit and the continuum limit is discussed in [126].

4.2.2 Continuum Thermodynamics
Quite expectantly, our toy model of contraction-dominate crawling, has left us with
many unanswered questions. For instance, it is not clear what is the microscopic
nature of the active contraction forces 1 and 2 introduced ad hoc in the discrete
model and how does the system creates and maintains the asymmetry 1 ¤ 2 .
To answer these and other related questions we need to formulate a consistent
thermo-mechanical continuum model that can be viewed as a limit of our discrete
model but which goes much beyond it in detailing the physical mechanisms of both
symmetry breaking and symmetry recovery.
To our advantage, such theory already exists [75, 82, 96] and the goal of this
section will be to adapt it to our needs. It is known as the active gel theory and
its main idea is the local orientation-induced tensorial coupling of chemistry and
mechanics. Even though in a one dimensional setting the orientational order is
trivial, this general framework will allow us to point out directly where the ‘activity’
assumption is embedded into the general continuum mechanical formulation. In
contrast to previous expositions of the active gel theory where the main emphasis
was on force balance, here we emphasize the energetic side of the chemomechanical coupling, see also [125].
Denote by l .t/ and lC .t/ the moving rear and front boundaries of a onedimensional segment occupied by a continuum body. We suppose that the system
is driven externally, by applied forces, and internally, by chemical reactions.
To describe the resulting motion we follow the standard approach of continuum
mechanics [42]. First we introduce mass density .x; t/ and velocity v.x; t/ satisfying the mass balance equation
@t  C @x .v/ D 0;
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which was automatic in the discrete model. Since in this section the main focus is
on contraction, we assume that there is no external mass flux (no growth)
m
P D C ŒPlC .t/  v.lC .t/; t/ D  ŒPl .t/  v.l .t/; t/ D 0;
or
Pl˙ .t/ D v.l˙ .t/; t/:
We modify this assumption in Sects. 4.3 and 4.4 to account for active
polymerization.
To write the momentum balance equation we introduce the stress .x; t/ and
assume that the body is loaded by bulk forces g.x; t/ (friction forces in the discrete
model). Then assuming that the inertial effects can be neglected we can write for
the bulk points
@x D g

(4.6)

which the analog of (4.1) in the discrete setting. We also assume that dead tractions
˙
˙
0 are applied at the moving boundaries l˙ , so that .l˙ / D 0 . Notice that the
‘volume preserving’ global spring which was an essential feature of the discrete
model can be also absorbed into 0˙ as will be made clear when we discuss
physiologically meaningful boundary conditions in the next section.
Suppose that our continuum body is a mixture of active and passive components
and that the mass fraction of the active component (a factor distinguishing between
1 and 2 in the discrete model) satisfies the balance equation
P D @x J;

(4.7)

where J is the flux of the active component. The ‘activity’ of the active component
has been so far fully implicit and the term itself will be justified only at the end of
this section.
Next, we assume that there is a chemical reaction, responsible for contraction
and implicit in the discrete setting, which proceeds with the rate  per unit mass, so
that
.@t C v@x / D ;

(4.8)

where is the reaction progress variable. For analytical simplicity we also postulate
that our ‘active’ material is infinitely compressible (recall that connectors between
the blocks in the discrete model did not contain regular elastic springs) and that the
dynamics is isothermal. Then the free energy density can be written as f D f .; /:
Four the four unknown functions .x; t/ .x; t/, .x; t/ and v.x; t/ we now have
four equations (4.5)–(4.8), however, even if the functional dependence of the free
energy density on its arguments is known, they still contain unidentified entities
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,  and J. To introduce constitutive relations linking these entities with our main
unknown functions, we start with the expression for the global dissipation in the
Rl
system W  FP D R 0; where F D lC fdx is the total free energy of the system.
C

If we introduce notation ŒQC
 D Q  Q , we can write the power of external
forces W in the form
Z

lC

WD

gvdx C Œ 0 PlC
 D

l

Z

lC

Z
.gv C @x . v//dx D

l

lC

@x vdx:

l

Using mass balance equation we can also write
FP D

Z

lC

.@t f C @t f /dx C Œf PlC
 D

l

Z

lC

.@t f C v@x f /dx C mŒf
P C
:

l

Since in this section we neglect active treadmilling m
P D 0 and we obtain
Z lC
Z lC
P
fP dx D
.A P C /dx;
FP D
l

l

where A.; / D @ f is the affinity of the reaction and .; / D @ f is the
chemical potential of the active component of the mixture. Assuming that there is
no external flux of the active component through the boundaries, we finally write
the expression for dissipation R in the form
Z lC
RD
. @x v C A C J@x /dx:
(4.9)
l

The three terms under the integral in (4.9) can be interpreted as products of the
thermodynamic fluxes ;  P ; J and the conjugate thermodynamic forces @x v; A; @x .
In the absence of microscopic models, we make a simplifying assumption that fluxes
and forces are related linearly but since the system is at a finite distance from
equilibrium, we allow the coefficients in these relations may be state (; ; ; v)
dependent.
To further simplify the model we assume that diffusion is decoupled from the
other two non-equilibrium mechanisms and write
J D l33 @x :

(4.10)

If we now define the mass density of the active component as c D  (we use
different types of letters, c and , for physically similar quantities to stress their
different roles in the theory), we obtain the advection diffusion equation
@t c C @x .cv/ D @x .l33 @x /;
where l33

0 is a mobility per unit volume.
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We further suppose that reaction and deformation are coupled (chemomechanical effect, introduced for passive systems in [51]) so that
D l11 @x v C l12 A
 D l12 @x v C l22 A:

(4.11)

0 is the standard Newtonian viscosity and l22 is a linearized reaction
Here l11 D
rate. The simplest way to express the fact that the active component plays a role of a
catalyst for the reaction is to assume that l22 D bc where b is a constant. Similarly,
we assume that the reaction-deformation coupling is amplified in the presence of
the active component and write l12 D ac; where a is another constant.
The first consequence of (4.11) is the constitutive relation
D @x v C aAc;

(4.12)

where the second term in the right hand side represents the ‘active’ stress emerging
from mechano-chemical coupling. We assume that a > 0 which ensures that the
reaction induced stresses are contractile whenever A > 0. Notice that (4.12) is
the continuum analog of the corresponding relation in the discrete model where
we implicitly used the notation  D aAc and assumed that the right hand side
depends on location of the corresponding bond but not on time.
The second consequence of (4.11) is the mechanical feedback to kinetics
@t C v@x D .bA  a@x v/:

(4.13)

In the cell motility context, Eq. (4.13) describes spatial and temporal inhomogeneity
of ATP hydrolysis supporting self-propulsion; observe that the reaction stops
completely in the absence of ‘active’ component ( D 0 ).
To close the system we need to specify the expression for the free energy f .; /.
First of all we assume that the mixture is dilute and write
f D f0 . / C kB T log ;
where kB is the Boltzmann constant. Therefore  D 0 C kB T log  and @x  D
kB T .@x c=c  @x =/ : To recover a standard diffusion equation we need to make an
additional assumption that the variation of the total density is small compared to
the variation of the density of motors @x c=c  @x =: Then we can write D D
&kB T; where & D l33 =c is the mobility per motor. To remain in the framework of
Onsager theory of diffusion we need to assume that c  cN and l33 D l33 .Nc/; this
approximation clearly fails near the singularities of c where the model needs to be
appropriately modified. Under these assumption we obtain that the density of the
active component c.x; t/ satisfies the standard advection diffusion equation
@t c C @x .cv/  D@xx c D 0:
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To view this model from a slightly broader angle, consider a simple mixture
model with two species representing attached and detached motors. The attached
motors are advected with the velocity of actin filaments and can detach. The
detached motors are freely diffusing, and can also attach. Suppose also that the
attachment-detachment process can be described by a first order kinetic equation.
Then the system of equations governing the evolution of the densities of attached c
and detached cd motors can be written as:
@t c C @x .cv/ D kon cd  koff c
Q xx cd D koff c  kon cd ;
@t cd  D@
Q
where kon and koff are the chemical rates of attachment and detachment and D
is the diffusion coefficient of detached motors in the cytosol. Now suppose that
the attachment-detachment process is chemically equilibrated and hence c=cd D
K; where K D kon =koff is the reaction constant. Then for the attached motors
performing contraction we obtain
Q
..K C 1/=K/@t c C @x .cv/  .D=K/@
xx c D 0:
Q
Equation (4.14) is obtained in the limit K ! 1 (fast attachment) and D=K
!D
(fast diffusion).
We now turn our attention to the dependence of the free energy on the reaction
progress variable . A standard assumption for a closed system would be that f0 . /
behaves quadratically around a minimum D 0 where A D 0. In this case 0
represents equilibrium reaction progress. Instead, to emphasize the open nature of
the system, we assume that
f0 . / D A0 ;

(4.15)

where A0 > 0 is a prescribed constant measure of non-equilibrium. The seemingly
innocent assumption (4.15) constitutes the main aspect of ‘activity’ in the model of
active gel because all other constitutive elements of the model are conventional and
passive [125].
The fact that the ‘distance’ from the equilibrium is independent of the reaction
progress implies that there exists an exterior out of equilibrium chemostat. The
‘bottomless’ decrease of the free energy reflects the capability of the chemostat to
continuously rebuild the non-equilibrium state. The energetic cost of such rebuilding
must be compensated externally and the corresponding power delivered by the
chemostat can be written as
 FP D

Z
Z

D

lC

. P A0 C J@x /dx

(4.16)

l
lC
l



gv C .@x v/2 C bA20  C D.kB T=Nc/.@x c/2 dx
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This expression is quite natural: the first term in the right hand side describe the
work against the applied force, while the other three terms characterize dissipation
due to viscosity, reaction and diffusion. Equation (4.16) allows one to assess the
efficiency of the underling active mechanism, see [125] for more detail.
The transparency of this model which becomes apparent in the next sections is
due to the splitting of the main problem into several nested sub-problems. The main
sub-problem is mechanical, providing a closed system of equation for v, and .
It includes the momentum balance equation (4.6), the constitutive equation (4.12)
and the advection-diffusion equation (4.14) that are coupled through the velocity
field. The second sub-problem concerns the transport of mass and the corresponding
balance equation (4.5) can be solved once the velocity field v is known. The
solution of this sub-problem provides . The transport problem decouples from the
mechanical problem because of the assumption of infinite compressibility indicating
that the thermodynamical stress is equal to zero and the density variations do not
affect the momentum balance. The last sub-problem concerns the reaction progress
Eq. (4.13) that requires for its solution the knowledge of the velocity field v, the
mass density  and the active component density c and which provides us with the
field . The kinetic equation decouples from the force balance and the mass transport
problems because of the assumption that the free energy f does not depend on  and
depends on  and only additively. Both of these assumptions are made to ensure
analytic simplicity and can be easily dropped in numerical experiments.

4.2.3 Specialization of the Model
We now accommodate our general theory for the modeling of the lamellipodium
viewed as a one dimensional continuum layer in frictional contact with a rigid
background. Assuming that in (4.6) the friction is viscous g.x; t/ D v.x; t/ we
write the force balance in the form
@x D v:

(4.17)

Equation (4.17) is the continuous analog of the system (4.4) in the discrete problem
and similar to the discrete model, we denoted by  the coefficient of viscous
friction [48, 61, 75, 86, 131, 141]. A microscopic justification of the idea that the
time-averaged shear stress generated by constantly engaging and disengaging focal
adhesions is proportional to the velocity of the retrograde flow can be found in
[149]. There is evidence (both experimental [22, 53, 54, 102, 136] and theoretical
[44, 99]) that this assumption describes the behavior of focal adhesions accurately
only when the retrograde flow is sufficiently slow. The behavior of adhesion strength
in the broader range of velocities is biphasic and since we neglect this effect, we
potentially misrepresent sufficiently fast dynamics.
Following (4.12), see also [22, 67, 75, 83], we describe the constitutive behavior
of the gel in the form
D @x v C c;
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where is the bulk viscosity and  D aA0 > 0 is a constant representing
contractile pre-stress per unit motor mass. The constitutive relation (4.18) generalizes the parallel bundling of dashpots and contractile units in the discrete model.
The important new element is that now the strength of the contractile elements is
an unknown function which may vary in both space and time (in the discrete model
the dependence of c on x was fixed). We assume that the function c.x; t/ satisfies the
convection-diffusion equation (4.14). Behind this assumption is the idea that myosin
motors, actively cross-linking the actin network, are advected by the network flow
and can also diffuse due to thermal fluctuations [13, 22, 61, 131, 166].
To account for cortex/membrane elasticity and other means of volume control in
a moving cell we further assume that, as in the discrete model, the boundaries of
our moving active segment are linked through a linear spring [12, 49, 93, 124]. This
assumption affects the values of the stress on the free boundaries l .t/ and lC .t/:
˙
0

D k.L.t/  L0 /=L0 ;

where L.t/ D lC .t/  l .t/ is the length of the moving segment, k is the effective
elastic stiffness and L0 is the reference length of the spring.
As in the general theory we assume that our self-propelling segment is isolated
in the sense that m
P D 0 and therefore the free boundaries move with the internal
flow Pl˙ D v.l˙ /: We imply here that the addition and deletion of F-actin
particles inserted at the front and taken away at the rear does not contribute to
fronts propulsion. We also impose a zero flux condition for the active component
@x c.l˙ .t/; t/ D 0 ensuring that the average concentration of motors
Z
1 lC .t/
c0 D
c.x; t/dx
(4.19)
L0 l .t/
is preserved. To complete the setting of the ensuing (statically determinate) mechanical problem we impose the initial conditions l˙ .0/ D l0˙ and c.x; 0/ D c0 .x/:
If we now normalize length by L0 , time by L20 =D, stress by k, concentration by c0
and density by M=L0 , we can rewrite the main system of equations (4.17), (4.18),
(4.14) in dimensionless form (without changing the notations)
Z @xx C D Pc;
@t c C K @x .c@x / D @xx c:

(4.20)

Here we introduced three main dimensionless constants of the problem: Z D
=.L20 /—the scale of viscous interaction; K D k=.D/—the non-dimensional
measure of diffusion and finally P D c0 =k—the scale of contractility. In (4.20)
one immediately sees the structure of the Keller–Segel system from the theory of
chemotaxis, e.g. [112]. The role of the distributed chemical attractant is played by
the stress field whose gradient is the driving force affecting the ‘colony’ of myosin
motors. Therefore in this model [124, 125] the spontaneous localization, which
is a typical feature of chemotaxis, is driven by mechanical rather than chemical
gradients.
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We refer to the mechanism of generating and sustaining mechanical inhomogeneities described by system (4.20) as autotaxis [123]. In physical terms
it can be characterized as follows. Suppose that the motor proteins (our active
component) with sufficient contractility induce internal stress which can overcome
the hydrodynamic resistance and induce flow. The flow produces a drift of motors
in the direction of the regions where they concentrate and such autocatalytic
amplification is the mechanism of the positive feedback in our model. The ensuing
runaway is countered by diffusion of active component which penalizes creation
of concentration gradients and thus plays the role of a negative feedback. When a
critical contractility of active component is reached, the homogeneous distribution
of motors becomes unstable. The contraction asymmetry then induces a flow of actin
filaments towards the trailing edge thus producing frictional forces which propel the
cell forward. The eventual build up of a balance between drift and diffusion leads to
the formation of a pattern. As we show below, among various admissible patterns,
whose number increases with contractility, the stable ones localize motors at the
trailing edge as observed in experiments.
The main mathematical difference between ours and the standard chemotaxis
problem is that we have free boundaries. Using dimensionless variables we can
rewrite the boundary conditions in the form
Pl˙ .t/ D K @x .l˙ .t/; t/;

(4.21)

.l˙ .t/; t/ D .L.t/  1/;

(4.22)

@x c.l˙ .t/; t/ D 0

(4.23)

while the integral constraint (4.19) reduces to

R lC
l

c.x; t/dx D 1:

4.2.4 Non-Local Reformulation
Since the first of the equations (4.20) is linear, it can be solved explicitly for
p
Z lC
.L  1/ coshŒ.G  x/= Z 
P
.x; t/ D 
p
Cp
 .x; y/c.y/dy;
(4.24)
coshŒL=.2 Z /
Z l
where
p
p
p
sinhŒ.lC  x/= Z  sinhŒ.y  l /= Z 
 .x; y/ D
 H.y  x/ sinhŒ.y  x/= Z :
p
sinh.L= Z /
We introduced the notations: H.x/—the Heaviside function and G.t/ D Œl .t/ C
lC .t/=2 is the position of the geometric center of the moving fragment. By
eliminating from (4.20)2 we obtain a single non-local partial differential equation
with quadratic nonlinearity for c.x; t/
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@t c.x; t/  K .L  1/@x Œ.x/c.x; t/
Z lC
PK
'.x; y/c.y; t/c.x; t/dy/ D @xx c.x; t/;
C p @x .
Z
l

(4.25)

where the auxiliary velocity field
p
sinhŒ.x  G/= Z 
.x/ D
p
coshŒL=.2 Z /
describes advective flow induced by the elastic coupling between the rear and the
front of the active segment. The feedback behind contraction-driven motility is
contained in the kernel
p
p
p
coshŒ.lC  x/= Z  sinhŒ.y  l /= Z 
'.x; y/ D 
p
CH.yx/ coshŒ.yx/= Z ;
sinh.L= Z /
which is due to viscosity-induced interactions in the system and the effect of the
boundaries. Notice that this kernel has the action/reaction symmetry '.x; y/ D
'.lC Cl x; lC Cl y/ which is a fundamental constraint imposed by the balance
of momentum [79, 80, 154]. An interesting zero viscosity limit of the obtained
system of equations leading to singular solutions is discussed in [126].
Using the boundary conditions (4.21) we find from (4.24) an explicit formula for
the (time dependent) velocity of the center of our active segment
P DKP
G
2Z

Z

lC
l

sinh

Gx
p
Z

sinh

pL
2 Z

c.x; t/dx;

(4.26)

from which we infer that the maximal velocity of the self propelling segment is
equal to K P=.2Z /. Similarly we obtain an equation for the evolving length of
the segment


Z
K
L
K P lC cosh
LP D 2 p .L1/ tanh p

Z
Z
2 Z
l cosh

Gx
p
Z
pL
2 Z

c.x; t/dx:

(4.27)

Notice that in (4.26) only the odd component of the function c.x; t/ [with respect
to the moving center G.t/] contributes to the integral while in (4.27) only the even
component matters. In particular, if the concentration of motors is an even function
P D 0 and the segment does not move as a whole. This statement is a
of x then G
direct analog of Purcell’s theorem [119] for a crawling body.
Given our interest in the steady modes of cell motility, which are typical for
keratocytes [13], we need to study the traveling wave (TW) solutions of the main
system (4.20). To find such solutions we assume that the front and the rear of the
segment travel with the same speed Pl˙ .t/ V, ensuring the constancy of the length
L.t/ L, and that both the stress and the myosin concentration depend exclusively
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on the appropriately chosen co-moving coordinate u D .x  x0  Vt/=L0 2
Œ1=2; 1=2. Using this ansatz we find that Eq. (4.20)2 can be solved explicitly
c.u/ D

expŒs.u/  VLu
:
R 1=2
L 1=2 expŒs.u/  VLudu

(4.28)

Here for convenience we introduced a new stress variable s.u/ D K Œ .u/ C .L  1/
which represents the inhomogeneous contribution to internal stress field due to
active pre-stress. The system (4.20) reduces to the single nonlocal equation


expŒs.u/  LVu
Z 00
s .u/ C s.u/  K .L  1/ D K P R 1=2
;
2
L
L 1=2 expŒs.u/  VLudu

(4.29)

supplemented by the boundary conditions
s.˙1=2/ D 0 and s0 .˙1=2/ D LV:

(4.30)

The two ‘additional’ boundary conditions in (4.30) allow one to determine parameters V and L along with the function s.u/. After the problem (4.29), (4.30) is solved,
the motor concentration profile can be found explicitly by using Eq. (4.28).

4.2.5 Static Solutions
Initiation of motility is associated with a symmetry breaking instability of a
static (non-motile) solution. To identify non-motile configurations we need to find
solutions of (4.29) with V D 0. Notice that these solutions may still describe the
states with nontrivial active internal rearrangements of both actin and myosin [22].
If V D 0, Eq. (4.29) simplifies considerably


Z 00
exp.s/
s C s  K .L  1/ D K P R 1=2
:
2
L
L 1=2 exp.s.u//du

(4.31)

The nonlocal Eq. (4.31) was studied extensively in many domains of science from
chemotaxis [140] to turbulence [27] and gauge theory [148]. In our case, this
equation where parameter L remains unknown, has to be solved with three boundary
conditions s0 .1=2/ D s.˙1=2/ D 0 because the forth boundary condition
s0 .1/ D 0 is satisfied automatically.
We begin with the study of the regular solutions of (4.31). Instead of K and P,
it will be convenient to use another set of parameters A WD K .L  1/  0 and B WD
R 1=2
K P=.L 1=2 expŒs.u/du/ 0. In terms of parameters (A; B) the problem (4.31)
reads
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Fig. 4.3 Three families of trivial static solutions LO C ; LO  and LO 0 parameterized by P . Solid lines
show stable branches while dotted lines correspond to unstable branches. Arrows depict the basin
of attraction of each branch



Z 00
s C s  A D B exp.s/
L2

with

s0 .1=2/ D s.˙1=2/ D 0:

(4.32)

A trivial homogeneous solution of this problem s.u/ D 0 exists when A C B D 0
which is equivalent in the .P; K / parametrization to L D LO ˙ with,
LO ˙ D .1 ˙

p
1  4P/=2:

(4.33)

The sub-branches with longer and shorter lengths LO C .P/ and LO  .P/, respectively,
that meet at point ˛ where LO  .P/ D LO C .P/ are illustrated in Fig. 4.3.
To obtain nontrivial static solutions we multiply (4.32) by s0 , integrate and use
the boundary conditions to obtain the ‘energy integral’ s02 D W.s/; where
W.s/ D

L2 2
.s  2As  2B Œexp.s/  1/:
Z

The general solution of this equation can be expressed as a quadrature,
Z
uD˙

s.u/

W 1=2 .r/dr:

A detailed analysis of these solutions can be found in [126].
In addition to regular solutions described above Eq. (4.31) has measure-valued
solutions corresponding to collapsed cells with length LO 0 D 0. First of all, as we
see in Fig. 4.3, LO  .P/ ! 0 when P ! 0 (point ˛ 0 ) and therefore the limiting
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distribution of motors is concentrated on an infinitely small domain. To characterize
the asymptotic structure of such singular solutions we suppose that L  1 and that
the maximum of s is of order L. Then, by ignoring higher order terms, we deduce
from (4.31) a simplified boundary value problem
s00  K PL=.Z

R 1=2

1=2 Œ1

C s.u/du/ with

s0 .1=2/ D s.˙1=2/ D 0:
(4.34)

Then s.u/  K PL.1=2 C u/.1=2  u/=.2Z / and the remaining boundary
condition s0 .1=2/ D 0 is automatically satisfied in the limit L ! 0. We can
then conclude that the singular solutions are of the form s.x/ D limL!0 Lf .x=L/;
where f .u/ D K P.1=2 C u/.1=2  u/=.2Z /: Singular solutions of this type
can be useful in the description of cell splitting in a cortical geometry [156];
they are also known in other fields where stationary states are described by
Eq. (4.31) [27, 36, 56, 108]. The presence of such solutions is a sign that in a
properly augmented theory, accounting for the vanishing length, one can expect
localization with active contraction balanced by a regularization mechanism, say
active treadmilling [124] . Our numerical solutions of a non-steady problem, which
are naturally regularized because of the finite mesh size, show that the almost
singular solutions of the type described above serve as attractors for initial data with
L < LO  when P < 1=4. Moreover, numerical experiments suggest that they are
the only attractors for P > 1=4. This means that even in the presence of a cortextype spring, an active segment fragment necessarily collapses after the contractility
parameter reaches the threshold Pmax D 1=4.

4.2.6 Linear Stability
We first show that motile branches with V ¤ 0 can bifurcate only from trivial static
solutions with s.u/ D 0, V D 0 and L D LO ˙ . If V ¤ 0 we can multiply (4.29) by
s0  VL, to find that
Z
exp.LV=2/  exp.LV=2/ D LV

1=2

expŒs.u/  VLudu:

(4.35)

1=2

R 1=2
From (4.35), in the limit V ! 0 we obtain that 1=2 exp.s.u//du D 1. Since static
solutions s.u/ must be necessarily sign definite [126] the limiting static solution can
be only trivial s.u/ D 0. As we have seen in Fig. 4.3, there are two non-singular
families of trivial solutions: one with longer (LO C family) and the other with shorter
(LO  family) lengths.
To find the bifurcation points along the trivial branch Œs D 0; V D 0; L D
LO ˙ .P/, we introduce infinitesimal perturbations ıs.u/, ıV, ıL and linearize (4.29)
together with boundary conditions (4.30). We obtain the boundary value problem
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Z ! 2  LO 2
ıs  ! ıs D
LO 2 .LO  1/
00

2
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!
2LO  1 2
3
Z
! ıL C LO .LO  1/uıV ;
LO

ıs.˙1=2/ D 0;

O
ıs0 .˙1=2/ D LıV;

(4.36)

(4.37)

O
where we introduced the notation ! 2 D .LO 2  K P L/=Z
: Since ! D 0 at the
trivial branch ıs D ıV D ıL D 0, we can assume that ! ¤ 0. The general solution
of the problem (4.36), (4.37) can be written explicitly
ıs.u/ D C1 sinh.!u/ C C2 cosh.!u/

!
Z ! 2  LO 2
2LO  1 2
3 O
O
! ıL C L .L  1/uıV :

Z
LO
! 2 LO 2 .LO  1/

Using boundary conditions (4.37) we obtain a transcendental equation for !
O
2LŒcosh.!/
 1  K P! sinh.!/ D 0:

(4.38)

The detailed analysis of this equation is presented in [126]. Here we only show the
locus of bifurcation points in the .K ; P/ plane (Fig. 4.4). For motile solutions we
use notations Di and for nontrivial static solutions—notations Si where i D 1; 2; ::.
In Fig. 4.4 the lines marked by C and  correspond to bifurcations originating on
the trivial sub-branches LO C and LO  , respectively.
If parameter P is held constant while K is changing each family Di and
Si is represented by two points. For solutions bifurcating from the trivial branch
LO C , we have bifurcations at KC D .LO 2C  Z ! 2 /=.P LO C /, which gives points
C
C C
O
DC
1 ; S1 ; D2 ; S2 ; : : : and for the branch L , bifurcations take place at K D
2
2

 
O
O
.L  Z ! /=.P L / which gives points D
1 ; S1 ; D2 ; S2 ; : : :. Notice that the total
number of bifurcation points increases to infinity as K ! 1.
Now consider the case when K D const and P is varied. A line K D const
in the .K ; P/ plane cuts again each curve Di and Si in two points which we

denote D1 ; S1 ; : : : (solutions with longer lengths) and D
1 ; S1 ; : : : (solutions with
shorter lengths), see Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. In most cases one of these two points is a
bifurcation originating from the LO  trivial solution while the other is from the LO C
trivial solution. However, as we show in the inset in Fig. 4.4 the two points may
also bifurcate from the same branch LO C . Such bifurcations are of particular interest
because they describe both motility initiation and motility arrest.
After bifurcation points are known one can use the Lyapunov–Schmidt reduction
technique to identify the nature of the corresponding bifurcations [9, 78, 106].
The analysis presented in [126] shows that the bifurcations from the trivial to the
nontrivial static branch are always transcritical. The bifurcations to motile branches
can be either subcritical or supercritical. In particular, at a given K the bifurcation
from a static homogeneous solution with longer length is always supercritical while
the bifurcation from a static homogeneous solution with smaller length can be either
subcritical or supercritical depending on the value of K , see [126].
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Fig. 4.4 Locus of the bifurcation points in the .K ; P / plane for Z D 1. Inset shows a zoom on
the D1 branch around the turning point at P D 1=4 where LO  and LO  branches meet. The detailed
bifurcation diagrams for P D 0:245 and K D 70 and 100 are shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 from
0
0
becomes clear. The bifurcation points related to the cut
where the meaning of labels ˇ, , ˇ
K D 2600 (red dashed line) in the .P ; L/ space are shown in Fig. 4.3

4.2.7 Motile Solutions
To illustrate different types of nontrivial solutions of bifurcations we used the
nonlinear continuation methods to solve the boundary value problem (4.29)–(4.30)
numerically for successive values of parameters K and P (tracking algorithm,
see [45]). In Fig. 4.5a we show the continuation in K for both static and motile
configurations at fixed P; the corresponding profiles of motor concentration, stress
and velocity are shown in Fig. 4.5b. One can see that each pitchfork (for motile
branches) and each transcritical (for static branches) bifurcation points gives rise to
two nontrivial solutions. For instance, along the static branch LO C , the bifurcation
C
point DC
1 is associated with two motile supercritical branches whereas the point S1
is associated with two transcritical static branches. Each pair of motile solutions is
symmetric with two opposite polarizations corresponding to two different signs of
the velocity. Along the first motile branch originating at DC
1 , the myosin motors
concentrate at the trailing edge. For the second motile branch originating at DC
2 ,
there is an additional peak in the concentration profile, see Fig. 4.5b. In contrast, the
static bifurcation point S1C gives rise to two symmetric configurations with different
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Fig. 4.5 (a) Bifurcation diagram with K as a parameter showing nontrivial solutions branching
from families of homogeneous static solutions LO C and LO  . The value P D 0:245 and Z D
1 are fixed. Solid lines show stable motile branches while all the dotted lines correspond to
unstable solutions. The internal configurations corresponding to branches indicated by numbers
.1; 10 ; 2; 20 ;etc) are shown in (b). The projection of the bifurcation diagram on the .K ; L/ plane
is also shown below. (b) Internal profiles associated with successive bifurcated solutions shown in
(a) for P D 0:245 and Z D 1. Our notation (1,3) correspond to asymmetric motile branches
while (2,4) describe symmetric static branches

lengths and with myosin motors concentrated either in the middle of the cell or
near the boundaries, see Fig. 4.5b. As one would expect, the higher order static and
motile bifurcation points produce solutions with more complex internal patterns.
For the branches bifurcating from the trivial configurations belonging to LO  family,
the picture is similar, see Fig. 4.5a.
In Fig. 4.6, we show in more detail the nontrivial solutions originating from the
motile bifurcation points D1 at two values of parameter K which correspond to
0
two sections ˛ˇ and ˛ˇ shown in Fig. 4.4 (insert). Notice that a single solution
connects the bifurcation points D1 (suprecritical) and D
1 (sub- or super-critical)
which may belong either to one family LO C (˛ˇ where D1 is the same as DC
1 and
0
C


O
O
D1 is the same is D1 ) or to two different families LC and L (˛ˇ where D1 is the


same as DC
1 and D1 is the same as D1 ). In the former case, the nontrivial motile
branch has a turning point at a finite value of P < 1=4 giving rise to a re-entrant
behavior. Similar behavior was also observed in some other models of cell motility,
e.g. [55, 80, 153].
As illustrated in Fig. 4.6 and shown more clearly in a phase diagram in Fig. 4.7a,
in the re-entrant regime (sufficiently low K ), the increase of the average concentration of myosin (increase of P at fixed K ) first polarizes the cell and initiates
motility, but then, if the contractility is increased further, the cell may becomes
symmetric again by re-stabilizing in another static homogeneous configuration (see
Fig. 4.6, K D 70). We reiterate that re-symmetrization and arrest prior to division
(known also as ‘mitotic cell rounding’) is a common feature of almost all animal
cells [84, 85, 145]. In this respect, it is interesting that if contractility (P) is
increased further, the cell collapses to a point because our effective ‘size preserving
spring’ cannot support the contraction any more. Following [156], we can associate
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Fig. 4.6 Bifurcation diagrams along parameter P showing motile branches connecting points D
1
and D
1 . Corresponding bifurcation points are shown in insert in Fig. 4.4. Solid lines show stable
motile branches while all the dotted lines correspond to unstable solutions. The projection of the
bifurcation diagram on the .P ; L/ plane is also shown. Parameter K is fixed in each graph to
K D 70 and K D 100. Internal profiles on the two symmetric motile branches are also shown
for K D 100. Parameter Z D 1

such collapse with cell division. We can then argue that our deliberately minimal
model succeeds in reproducing a rather general pattern of cell behavior by showing
that symmetrization (stabilization) in space immediately precedes the division.
While the physical meaning of the non-dimensional parameter P in this
discussion is rather clear (contractility measure), the significance of varying K
at fixed Z is less obvious because both of these parameters depend on frictional
strength of the background. Adhesivity of the cell to the substrate is known to be
a crucial parameter for motility initiation and arrest for various cell types [10, 91].
To explicitly expose the role of friction, it is instructive to interpret parameter 1=K
as a measure of adhesivity while keeping the ratio Z =K , which does not have any
relation to friction, at a constant level.
The phase diagram in the .P; 1=K / plane at fixed Z =K is shown in Fig. 4.7b.
In this diagram a horizontal path extending from left to right describes a succession
of states with fixed adhesivity and increasing contractility. One can see that at
high adhesivity motility ceases to exist, moreover as contractility increases static
solutions eventually collapse. If the adhesivity is below a certain threshold, the
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Fig. 4.7 (a) Phase diagram of the system (4.20) in the parameter plane .K ; P / at fixed Z D 1.
(b) Phase diagram of the same system (4.20) in the parameter plane .P ; 1=K / at fixed Z =K D
0:015. The solid (red) line indicates the motile bifurcation point (DC
1 similar to Fig. 4.4), while the
black dashed lines indicate the collapse threshold (Pmax D 1=4)

contractility increase first causes polarization of a static configuration and motility
initiation; further increase of contractility causes re-symmetrization, arrest and
eventually collapse. An interesting regime corresponds to the very tip of the motile
domain shown in Fig. 4.7b. Near this ‘critical’ point the motility can be sustained in
a narrow ‘homeostatic window’ of parameters and can be easily arrested by either
increase or decrease of contractility.
Very recently new experimental results elucidating motility initiation in fish keratocytes have appeared [14]. According to these experiments, at a fixed contractility
level (fixed P in our model), the increase of surface adhesivity (increase of 1=K
in our model) promotes static configurations while lowering adhesivity initiates
motility. As it follows from Fig. 4.7b, these observations are in agreement with our
predictions. Our model also explains another observation made in [14] that at a fixed
adhesivity, a blebbstatin (a contractility inhibitor) treatment promotes arrest of the
cells while a calyculin A treatment (a contractility stimulator) initiates motility. The
question whether a more substantial increase of contractility in experiment can lead
to re-symmetrization and arrest remains open. It is promising in this respect that
some cells are known to undergo static to motile transformation in response to a
decrease in the level of contractility [68, 90]. The minimal model presented in [14]
is exactly a 2D version of the one formulated in [122] and further developed in the
present paper. While active protrusion and nonlinear regulation of adhesion were
also accounted for in [14] to get a realistic cell shape, it is rather remarkable that the
fundamental pattern of motility initiation (including its dependence on contractility
and adhesivity) can be already captured within our much more transparent setting,
see Fig. 4.7b and [126].
Among various branches of the TW solutions studied above only stable ones have
physical sense. The stability was studied numerically in [123] and here we briefly
summarize the results of the solution of the corresponding perturbed initial value
problems.
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The numerical experiments suggest that the trivial branch LO  is unstable together
with all nontrivial non-singular static solutions. The singular static solutions from
the LO 0 family appear to be locally stable. Instead, the dynamic solutions are all
unstable except for the branches bifurcating from the points DC
1 on the trivial branch
OLC . The trivial branch LO C branch is locally stable until the first (motile) bifurcation
0
C
DC
1 . Both symmetric subbranches of D1 (subfamilies 1 and 1 in Fig. 4.5a, b are
stable and this justifies the above speculations about motility initiation and motility
arrest. Moreover, we found that some unstable multi-peaked static and dynamic
solutions are long living. This behavior, which was also observed in [22, 67, 80]
in the problem with fixed boundaries, is reminiscent of the spinodal decomposition
in a 1D Cahn–Hilliard model where the coarsening process gets critically slowed
down near multiple saddle points [35].

4.2.8 Passive Actin Treadmilling
We recall that our assumption that the bulk stiffness of the cytoskeleton is equal to
zero (infinite compressibility assumption [75, 131]) allowed us to uncouple the force
balance problem from the mass transport problem. As we have seen in the previous
section, by solving our Keller–Segel system we can obtain the velocity field and
the concentration of motors. To recover the mass distribution of the cytoskeleton
we need to solve a decoupled mass balance equation (4.5) with a kinematically
prescribed velocity field and initial condition .x; 0/ D 0 .x/. Knowing v.x; t/ also
means that we know trajectories of the free boundaries l .t/ and lC .t/ and since
R l .t/
both edges move with the particles the total mass M D lC.t/ .x; t/dx is conserved.
In dimensionless variables the mass balance equation (4.5) can be written as
@t  C K @x .@x / D 0

(4.39)

R l .t/
and the total mass constraint takes the form lC.t/ .x; t/dx D 1: Supposing that
the velocity field v.x; t/ D K @x .x; t/ is known, we solve (4.39) by the method of
characteristics. Denote the trajectories of the mass particles by x D x. ; t/, where
l .0/   lC .0/ is the Lagrangian coordinate at t D 0, the characteristic curves
can be found from the equations
dx. ; s/
D v.x. ; s/; s/:
ds
Along these curves we must have
d.x. ; s/; s/
D .x. ; s/; s/@x v.x. ; s/; s/:
ds
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Integration of this equation gives an explicit formula for the mass density
Z
.x. ; t/; t/ D 0 . / exp 

t
0


@x v.x. ; s/; s/ds :

(4.41)

For TW solutions of (4.20), the velocity field in (4.40) depends on the normalized
co-moving variable u and the normalized Lagrangian variable O D =L.0/  1=2,
both in the interval Œ1=2; 1=2. Then v D v.u/ and Eq. (4.40) reduces to
v.u. O ; s//  V
du. O; s/
D
:
ds
L

(4.42)

For instance, close to the bifurcation points, for the motile branches D˙
m we need to
solve the characteristic equation

h
i
du. O; s/
L2
O
D&  3
!c cos.!c u. ; s//  2 sin.!c =2/  1 ;
ds
!c cos.!c =2/
(4.43)
where !c is the corresponding solution of Eq. (4.38). In Fig. 4.8, we show the sample
solutions of (4.43) corresponding to homogeneous initial conditions u. O; 0/ D O and
positive &.
According to (4.42) the points of the body where v D V are singular because
the relative flow there is stagnated. If at such point the slope of the function v.u/
is negative we obtain a sink of particle trajectories u D C (i.e. an attractor for
particles as t ! 1) whereas if the slope of the function v.u/ is positive, the
singular point u D  corresponds to a source of particle trajectories (an attractor as
t ! 1). Then all mass points (corresponding to different values of O ) come from
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Fig. 4.8 (a) Trajectories of particles from a source to a sink for the first motile bifurcation
point associated with positive velocity for initially homogeneously distributed set of particles.
(b) Trajectory of an individual actin particle undergoing passive treadmilling for a typical solution
on the D1 motile branch with V > 0. Shaded regions are excluded domains of singular behavior
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the sources where the characteristic curves accumulate at large negative times and
disappear in the sinks where the characteristic curves accumulate at large positive
time. An important feature of the flows described by (4.42) is that it takes an infinite
time for a mass particle to reach a sink or to leave a source because .v.u/  V/1 is
not integrable in the neighborhood of  and C . As a result the total mass flux is
equal to zero
Z
m
P D

C


du
v.u/  V

1
D 0:

To illustrate this point we recall that for the TW solutions the general formula (4.41)
describing the mass distribution simplifies
L.u. O ; t/; t/fv.u. O ; t//  Vg D m:
P

(4.44)

The fact that m
P D 0 implies that mass density  infinitely localizes in the singular
points (sources and sinks) while vanishing elsewhere.
To close the cycle of passive treadmilling we need to regularize the problem
near the singular points by cutting out small regularization domains of size 
around the sources and sinks and appropriately reconnecting the incoming and
the outgoing flows of matter. In this way we obtain an effective ‘polymerization
zone’ around each source  D fu 2 Œ1=2; 1=2=ju   j < g and an effective
‘depolymerization zone’ around each sink C D fu 2 Œ1=2; 1=2=ju  C j < g :
We assume that in the domain  the network is constantly assembled from the
abundant monomers while in the domain C it is constantly disassembled so that
the pool of monomers is replenished. The ensuing closure of the treadmilling cycle
is instantaneous (jump process) allowing the monomers to avoid the frictional
contact with the environment. In other words, we assume that the jump part of the
treadmilling cycle is a passive equilibrium process driven exclusively by myosin
contraction.
In the regularized problem the mass flux
Z
m
P D

@C
@

du
v.u/  V

!1

becomes finite and the corresponding density profiles, that are now defined only
outside sources and sinks, can be found using formula (4.44) with m
P ¤ 0. As in our
discrete model, here we also represent the ‘returning’ flow by discontinuities so that
a particle reaching the boundary of the sink region following a smooth trajectory
(path AB in Fig. 4.8) instantly reappears on the boundary of the source region (path
B0 A0 on Fig. 4.8b).
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4.2.9 Nonlinear Active Stress
The fact that the bifurcation leading to polarization and motility initiation is always
a supercritical pitchfork indicates that in the present form the model does not allow
for metastability and coexistence of motile and non-motile configurations [55, 153,
168]. However, to capture this effect we need to modify our model only slightly. The
main idea is to consider a more realistic nonlinear dependence of the active stress
on motor concentration.
To this end we rewrite the main system of equations in the form
Z @xx C D P˚.rc/=r;
@t c C K @x .c@x / D @xx c;

(4.45)

where, following [22], we set r D c0 =c and assume that the function ˚.x/ is linear
at small values of x but then saturates after around x D 1. In computations we use a
particular form of nonlinearity ˚.x/ D x=.1 C x/.
For simplicity we first analyze the ‘rigid’ limit where k ! 1 and L ! L0 while
the stress on the boundaries k.L=L0  1/ remains finite. Notice that in this limit,
which also means that P ! 0 and K ! 1, we have to re-scale the stress by
c0  instead of k. If with some abuse of notations, we denote WD =P, the new
dimensionless parameter replacing K and P will be  D c0 =.D/ D K P;
see also [22, 59, 61, 67]). The mechanical boundary conditions can be written in the
form .l˙ .t/; t/ D 0 and Pl˙ D @x .l˙ .t/; t/; where 0 D  limP!0 limL!1
.L  1/=P:
For TW solutions we can write the analogue of (4.29)
!
exp.s  Vu/

;
 Z s C s C s0 D ˚ r R 1
r
exp.s  Vu/du
00

(4.46)

0

where s D .  0 / and s0 D  0 . The boundary conditions take the form s.0/ D
s.1/ D 0 and s0 .0/ D s0 .1/ D V. The difference with our static solutions, described
in Sect. 4.2.5, is that now we have to find the stress at the boundary s0 instead of the
length L.
The analytical study of the motility initiation bifurcation in this case is presented
in [126]. The numerical results are illustrated in Fig. 4.9. As we see, when the
nondimensional parameter r is small, which means that we are in the linear regime,
the bifurcation from static to motile regime is a supercritical pitchfork. However,
at larger values of r the nature of the bifurcation changes from supercritical to
subcritical. This opens an interval of metastability where both the homogeneous
static state and the inhomogeneous motile state are locally stable.
In Fig. 4.10 we illustrate the effect of choosing a threshold-type dependence of
contractile stress on the concentration of motors. Here we dropped the assumption
that the length of the moving segment is fixed. A comparison of Fig. 4.10 with
Fig. 4.7b shows that the saturation of contractile stress introduces a finite zone
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Fig. 4.9 Bifurcation diagrams in the nonlinear model with fixed length (infinite stiffness) (4.46)
showing the possibility of a switch from supercritical to subcritical bifurcation. Parameters:
Z D 1. (a) r D 1. (b) r D 5
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Fig. 4.10 Left: phase diagram in the parameter plane .P ; 1=K / for the system (4.45) (with no
length constraint). The parameter Z =K  6  103 is fixed at its experimental value. The solid
(red) line indicates the motile bifurcation threshold for the branch DC
1 (similar to Fig. 4.7b), while
the dashed line bounding the metastability domain indicates the location of the turning points on
the motile branch in the appropriate analog of Fig. 4.9b. The dashed line separating static and
collapsed configurations indicates the location of the turning point ˛ in Fig. 4.3. Right: effects of a
high (top) and low (bottom) concentration saturation thresholds

of metastability where finite perturbations are required to switch between static
to a motile regimes. This prediction was recently confirmed in vivo by Barnhart
et al. [14] and the metastability domain as in Fig. 4.10 was mapped experimentally.
We also observe that for sufficiently large values of the saturation threshold r,
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our model predicts metastability and hysteresis during both, motility initiation and
motility arrest. On the arrest side [84], this prediction can be linked to the hysteresis
associated with cell division [156].

4.2.10 Discussion
In this section we were mostly concerned with the discussion of the autotaxis mechanism of cell motility. The main idea is that pullers can propel the passive medium
by inflicting contraction because they are themselves advected by this medium
which creates an autocatalytic effect [97]. The inevitable build up of mechanical
gradients in these conditions is limited by diffusion which resists the runaway and
provides the negative feedback. After the symmetry of the static configuration is
broken in the conditions where matter can circulate, the resultant contraction-driven
flow ensures the perpetual renewal of the network and then frictional interaction
with the environment allows for the steady translocation of the cell body.
A prototypical model presented in this section provides an alternative qualitative
explanation of the experiments of Verkhovsky et al. [159], Yam et al. [167] that have
been previously interpreted in terms of active polymerization inducing the growth
of actin network [20]. Most strikingly, the predictions of this model are also in
quantitative agreement with experimental data presented in [159], see [126] for a
detailed comparison. This is rather remarkable in view of a schematic nature of this
model and the absence of fitting parameters. The model also captures a durotactic
effect since the directional motion cannot be initiated if friction with the substrate is
larger than a threshold value. Below this threshold, motile regimes exist in a finite
range of contractility. This means that if the cell is already in motion, it can recover
the symmetric (static) configuration either by lowering or by increasing the amount
of operating motors. The possibility of cell arrest under the increased contractility
should be investigated in focused experiments.
We have also shown that when the contractility depends on the motor concentration nonlinearly, the system exhibits a metastability range where both static
and motile regimes are stable and can coexist. In the corresponding interval of
parameters a mechanical perturbation may be used to switch back and forth between
static and dynamic regimes. This prediction of the model is particularly important
in the context of collective cell motility (in tissues) where contact interactions are
able to either initiate or terminate the motion [1, 62, 155, 158].

4.3 Protrusion
In this section we introduce a new active mechanism, polymerization-induced
protrusion, and search for conditions when it can overshadow active contraction
and become the main driver of self-propulsion. To maintain analytic transparency
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we simplify the description of contraction by disabling the autotaxis mechanism and
assuming that the distribution of motors is uniform in space and constant in time.
The crucial observation, justifying the introduction of a protrusion-centered
motility mechanism, is that eukaryotic cells do not only self-propel and carry
cargoes by pulling, but can also exert forces on obstacles performing mechanical
pushing. However, it is quite clear that pushing cannot be accomplished efficiently
by contraction only. In other words, pullers must pull while pushing should be
delegated to pushers.
In this section we show that protrusion dominated motility, performed largely
by pushers, may have a very particular macroscopic signature: the concavity of the
force velocity relation. We also show that pulling can be also driven exclusively
by protrusion but only for small values of the pulling force: it must be necessarily
replaced by contraction-centered mechanism when the pulling force is sufficiently
large. The substitution of one mechanism by another with increasing load is
manifested by a more complex convex-concave structure of the force velocity
relation. Most interesting, our model suggests that competition between protrusion
and contraction can produce negative mobility in a biologically relevant range.
Viewed more broadly, the results of this section illustrate the possibility of active
readjustment of the force generating mechanism in response to changes in the dipole
structure of external forces showing that if necessary ‘pushers’ can replace ‘pullers’
and visa versa.

4.3.1 The Model
To model a loaded self-propelling active fragment we maintain the force balance
equation (4.17) but modify the mechanical boundary conditions and write
.l˙ .t/; t/ D q˙ :
In our notations qC < 0 corresponds to pushing (at the front) and q > 0 to pulling
(at the rear). In this description the mean-field elasticity has been omitted given that
active protrusion provides an independent mechanism of maintaining a particular
‘cell volume’ (see more about this below). It will also be convenient to define the
resultant force
Q D q  qC

;0

which we assume to be positive and acting against the polarization direction induced
by protrusion. We also introduce the force asymmetry factor
D

q C qC
;
Q
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which characterizes the first moment of the external force distribution. We notice
that 1    1 with  > 0 corresponding to pulling and  < 0—to pushing.
The protrusive ‘force’ in our model will be introduced implicitly through the new
kinematic constraints on the unknown functions lC .t/ and l .t/ [75, 83, 86, 122, 131]
Pl˙ D v.l˙ .t/; t/ C v˙ :

(4.47)

Here vC > 0 and v > 0 are the polymerization and the depolymerization
velocities, respectively. While there is considerable experimental evidence that
active polymerization is indeed localized at the leading edge of a crawling cell, the
de-polymerization may be spread along the length of the lamellipodium [75, 131].
However, in the interest of analytic transparency, such spreading will be ignored in
this study (see the analysis of this assumption in [122]).
Observe that our assumption (4.47) implies that there is a nonzero (negative)
mass flux going through the system
m
P D .l˙ .t/; t/v˙ :
To account for this flux we need to slightly modify the theoretical framework
introduced in the first section, in particular, (4.9) has to be modified since there
is now an incoming and outcoming fluxes of free energy associated with production polymerized monomers at the front and dissociating the filaments into free
monomers at the rear. By following the same steps as in the first section we obtain
Z lC
RD
. @x v C A C J@x /dx  m;
P
(4.48)
l

where  D Œf C p=C
 is the driving force of active treadmilling. Since for
our infinitely compressible gel the thermodynamic pressure p D 0 we obtain
 D f .lC .t//  f .l .t//. A knowledge of polymerization/depolymerization
reaction kinetics can provide us with the kinetic relation whose simplest form
would be m
P D ./ and then we also need to specify the externally (for our
model) imposed driving force . However, to maintain the decoupling between
the force balance problem and the mass transport problem, secured by our infinite
compressibility assumption, we define protrusion by prescribing two other pieces of
information: the kinematic variables v˙ .
In fact, it will prove natural to work with a slightly different set of parameters.
Thus, parameter
Vm D

v C vC
2

0

prescribes polarity of the cell and provides the scale of the maximal velocity. The
remaining kinematic parameter
V D vC  v ;
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introduces the asymmetry between polymerization and de-polymerization and, as
we show below, quantifies the degree of engagement of the contractile mechanism.
The other constitutive hypotheses will be as in the previous section except that
we assume for simplicity that in the transport of motors diffusion dominates drift
and c.x; t/
c0 . Then the contraction-generated pre-stress is also constant 0 D
aA0 c0 > 0, which is a rather usual assumption in the models of active gels [75, 83].
Notice that in the previous section we used the notation  for contractile pre-stress
per unit motor mass which is now irrelevant since c does not depend on either space
or time.
p
If we now normalize length by
=, time by =0 and stress by 0 , we obtain
a free boundary problem which depends on four dimensionless parameters.
@xx C D 1
.l˙ .t/; t/ D q˙
Pl˙ D v˙ C @x .l˙ .t/; t/:

(4.49)

The linear force balance equation with mechanical boundary conditions can be
integrated (see [75, 83] for the case without cargo) and we obtain
v.x; t/ D

A cosh.l .t/  x/ C AC cosh.lC .t/  x/
;
sinh.lC .t/  l .t//

(4.50)

A˙ D ˙.1  Q. ˙ 1/=2/:

(4.51)

where

Knowledge of the velocity field and the use of kinematic boundary conditions
allows one to obtain a closed dynamical problem for the total length L.t/
 
L
:
LP D V C .Q  2/ tanh
2

(4.52)

After this equation is solved the position of the geometrical center of the cell G.t/
can be found by direct integration from
P D Vm 
G

Q
:
2 tanh.L=2/

(4.53)

To specify solutions of (4.52) and (4.53) we need to supply the initial conditions
L.0/ and G.0/ that also fix the initial velocity profile through (4.50).
We are interested in traveling wave (TW) solutions of (4.52) describing steadily
translocating active fragments. The corresponding critical points of (4.52) exist if
and only if
0 < V < 2  Q:
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When these conditions are satisfied the length stabilizes as t ! 1 at the value
L D 2 tanh1



V
2  Q


> 0:

4.3.2 Force Velocity Relation
P converges to a constant V given by the forceNotice that at t ! 1 the function G
velocity relation
V D Vm 

Q2
Q
C
:
V
2V

(4.55)

In our notations the fragment moves to the right against the load if V > 0 and
is dragged backwards by the load if V < 0. The maximum velocity V  D Vm is
achieved when there is no load Q D 0 and the corresponding reference length will
be denoted by L D L.Q D 0/. Since the TW regimes are stable only if 2  Q > 0,
pushing ( < 0) contributes to stability while pulling ( > 0) plays a destabilizing
role.
At V D 0 the loaded fragment shrinks to a point while at V D 2  Q its
length diverges. For singular solutions with L D 1 which are only relevant in the
case of pulling, the force velocity relation can be extended beyond the singularity
formation threshold as
V D Vm  Q=2:

(4.56)

The full force-velocity relation in the (V; Q) plane including both regular and
singular solutions is illustrated in Fig. 4.11a, b. One can see that it is markedly
different for  > 0 (pulling) and  < 0 (pushing). The main feature distinguishing
pushing from pulling is the curvature of the force velocity relation which in the
regular regimes (4.55) is given by @2 V=@Q2 D =V; and in the singular (pulling)
regimes by @2 V=@Q2 D 0: One can also see that the curvature is always negative
in pushing regimes with  < 0 which means that the corresponding force velocity
relation is concave. Under pulling loads with  > 0 the force velocity curve is
convex for regular regimes and is linear for singular regimes.
In the pushing
regimes the force velocity curve is characterized by the stall force
p
Q D .1  1  2VVm /= and the maximum velocity V  D Vm , see Fig. 4.11b.
The concavity of the force velocity relation in this case agrees with experiments
[26, 115, 135, 170]. In the case of pulling, the force-velocity relation is convex
for Q < Qc D .2  V/=, where L < 1 and is linear for Q > Qc , where
L D 1, see Fig. 4.11a. In the convex range the function V.Q/ is non-monotone
when V < 1 and one can distinguish two regimes: the branch Q < Qn D 1=
where the mobility is positive, V.Q/  Vm  Q=V, and, as we show below,
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Fig. 4.11 The typical force-velocity relations in pure pulling (a) and pushing (b) regimes

protrusion dominates, and the branch Qc > Q > Qn where the mobility is negative,
V.Q/  Q2 =.2V/ and the dominant active mechanism is contraction. Along the
negative mobility branch the cell elongates to support larger loads till the length
diverges at a critical value Q D Qc . Beyond this value, we obtain configurations
with infinitely separated boundary layers and mobility becomes again positive. The
associated density profiles are discussed in [122].
The observed differences in the structure of force velocity relations in the regimes
of pushing and pulling can be interpreted in terms of the competition between
pushers and pullers. We begin with an observation [33, 83] that the analysis of
R 1=2
the global force balance, L 1=2 v.u/du D Q; does not allow one to distinguish
between pushing and pulling. To identify the role of different active agents we need
to consider the balance of couples where an important role is played by the sign of
the dipole component of the applied load.
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By multiplying the force balance equation (4.49) in the TW regime by u and
integrating over the body of the cell we obtain

QL
2

Z

1=2

Z
uv.u/du D

1=2

1=2

1=2

.u/du:

(4.57)

The first term in the left hand side Te D 2 Q is the moment of external forces.
Since we assumed that Q > 0, pulling is associated with a positive applied dipole
while pushing—with a negative applied dipole. The second term on the left hand
R 1=2
side Tf D L 1=2 uv.u/du represents frictional dipole which may have different
signs. The integral on the right hand side defines the active dipole which can be
R 1=2
also rewritten as Ta D 1=2 .1 C L1 @u v/du: This term can be further decomposed
into the sum Tc C Tp where contraction component is Tc D 1 > 0 and protrusion
component is Tp D V=L < 0: The opposite signs of these two terms suggest
that the underlying active mechanisms are inherently different: the protrusion term
represents distributed pushers while the contraction term represents distributed
pullers [132, 144].
Due to the presence of a contraction (positive) force dipoles the rear boundary
of the cell is pulled forward while the front boundary is pulled backward. As a
compensation, contraction produces internal retrograde flow at the rear and prograde flow at the front. In contrast, protrusion (negative) force dipole pushes the
rear of the cell backward while the front of the cell is pushed forward. This is
compensated internally by retrograde flow at the front and pro-grade at the rear.
These flows must be superimposed with the mean flow vN D Q=L which is
associated solely with the total applied force and is therefore always retrograde.
It is now natural to identify the point Qn in Fig. 4.11a with a crossover from
pushers dominated to pullers dominated regimes. This interpretation is supported
by comparing the magnitudes of the two competing active couples. The observed
crossover correlates with the transition from positive to negative mobility which also
takes place at Qn . Negative mobility has been discussed previously in the context of
individual [38, 57, 94, 130] and interacting [25, 110] Brownian motors. The regimes
where velocity of the crawling cell increases with an opposing pulling force at the
rear have been envisioned in [72] where negative mobility was attributed to the
coupling between the velocity of retraction and the applied force v .Q/ [113]. In
our model such coupling is absent which shows that negative mobility may also
have a different origin. The parameter estimates showing that negative motility is
realistic in physiological conditions can be found in [122].

4.3.3 Elastic Regularization
The obtained force-velocity relations are not fully satisfactory because some of the
solutions have diverging length. A natural way to regularize such singular solutions
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is to introduce an intermediate-time stiffness of the cell. Such stiffness, which we
have already encountered in the previous section, can in some regimes prevent cells
from contraction-induced collapse, it sets the rest length and it may also keep this
length from diverging in the case of super critical pulling. Time dependent viscoelastic properties of the cytoskeleton [21, 37, 101] are usually incorporated either in
the framework of a short time (Maxwell) elastic model [28, 73, 75, 121, 131] or a
long time (Kelvin–Voigt) elastic model [10, 86, 111].
The simplest purely elastic regularization, already considered in the previous
section, is through mean field coupling between the leading and trailing edges of
a cell [12, 49, 117, 142]. If this coupling is linear elastic, the applied loads become
q˙ ! q˙ C k

L  L0
;
L0

where k > 0 is a dimensionless stiffness and L0 is a prescribed dimensionless
reference length (for the comparison with models of bulk linear elasticity, see [122]).
The meaning of parameter L0 is clear from the fact that for k > 1 and Vm D V D 0
there exists a nontrivial static solution with L D L0 .1  1=k/ (preferred length).
In dynamics the steady state (TW) solution is now stable for all V > 0 and to
find L.Q/ one needs to solve


 
L  L0
L
V D 2  Q C 2k
:
tanh
L0
2
Then, the force velocity relation can be found from the relation
V.Q/ D Vm 

Q
2 tanh

L.Q/
2

:

The k dependence of the force velocity relation is illustrated in Fig. 4.12. We observe
that independently of the value of k all force-velocity curves cross at Q D 0 where
V D V  . The second common intersection point is at
!
1
V
QI D
  :
2

tanh L20
As we see, at k ! 0 the mean field force-velocity curves approach their minimal
model counterparts including both the regular regimes with finite cell lengths and
the singular regimes with infinite cell lengths. However, despite similarity in shape
between the force velocity curves in the minimal model and in the regularized model
with k  0, the length of the cell in the regularized model is always finite so that
infinite stretching, undermining the minimal model, does not take place.
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Fig. 4.12 Force velocity relations in pure pushing and pulling modes with different k1;2;3;4 D
f0; 0:01; 0:1; 1g and L0 D 1. Driving parameters are v D 1:7 and vC D 2. The minimal model
is recovered at k D 0

The phenomenon of negative mobility for the pulled cells survives in the mean
field model and disappears only at a critical value of the stiffness k D k .V/,
see Fig. 4.13. The qualitative difference in convexity between pulling and pushing
persists beyond k .V/, see for instance regime with k D 1 in Fig. 4.12. However,
at k  k .V/ the force-velocity relations associated with pushing and pulling
regimes become similar.
To check robustness of these predictions we studied in [122] three different extensions of this model allowing for inhomogeneous friction, bulk depolymerization
and density dependent contractile pre-stress. Our analysis shows that for all these
augmented models our main conclusion about the difference in convexity properties
between the force velocity curves in pushing and pulling regimes remain valid.
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Fig. 4.13 Domain of negative mobility in the parameter space .k; V/. The boundary between
regimes with positive and negative mobility is given by the function k D k .V/

4.3.4 Alternative Driving Modes
So far we have been using an assumption that protrusion is driven by the kinematic
fluxes characterized by parameters vC ; v or Vm ; V. According to this assumption,
illustrated in Fig. 4.14, we impose separately the velocities of polymerizing (arriving) and de-polymerizing (departing) mass points, see also [75, 83, 86, 102, 131].
The fact that nothing has been said about the densities of the arriving or departing
material allows one to decouple the mechanical problem from the mass transportation problem. The resulting analytic transparency, however, comes at a cost.
First, it is clear that active treadmilling in our model is characterized by only
one parameter, the mass flux m,
P so by fixing two parameters Vm and V we are
implicitly constraining both treadmilling and contraction. This is also clear from the
fact that parameter V D vC  v serves as a measure of (dimensionless) energy
Rl
consumption in the contraction mechanism Pc D  lC @x v > 0. Indeed, for the
TW regimes the integral terms can be computed explicitly giving Pc D V:
Second, by prescribing the kinematic fluxes vC and v we have no direct
control of the treadmilling mass flux. As a result we encounter singular regimes
with m
P D 0 which leads to either infinite mass localization inside the cell [122].
Third, by focusing on kinematic fluxes we do not put any restrictions on the energy
consumption required to sustain different active mechanisms which appears to be a
natural biological constraint.
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Fig. 4.14 Schematic structure of the treadmilling cycle showing different densities of arriving
(polymerizing) and departing (depolymerizing) material

Notice also that the problem setting where driving is performed through parameters vC and v contains an implicit assumption that the material arrives with a
particular density (particular structural organization). Another implicit assumption
is that the departing material has a density which depends on the activity of the
contractile machinery. While these assumptions are plausible, they may not be the
most natural ones from the biological point of view.
In view of these limitations of the model with kinematic driving, it is instructive
to consider an alternative modality of driving by imposing constraints on energetic
parameters. The main difficulty in dealing with non kinematic driving schemes is
that they couple the mechanical and the mass transport problems already in the
minimal setting.
Assume, for instance, that the cell controls the treadmilling rate, characterized by
the total mass flux m
P < 0, and the energetics of the contraction process, characterized by the consumed power Pc D V. The advantage of this new parametrization
is that protrusion and contraction can now be controlled independently.
If we choose the pair .m;
P Pc / as the parameters instead of (Vm ; V), we again
obtain stable TV solutions given that Pc < 2  Q and m
P < 0. The proposed driving
mode is in fact equivalent to the kinematic driving mode in the TW regimes because
the Jacobian of the transformation .v ; vC / ! .Pc ..v ; vC //; m.v
P  ; vC //
det

@Pc @m
P
@v @v
@Pc @m
P
@vC @vC

R 1=2

!
D

du
1=2 .v.u/V/2
R 1=2
du
L. 1=2 v.u/V
/2

1
L

is strictly positive for 0 < L < 1.
In Fig. 4.15 we show the force velocity relations in the minimal model with
prescribed .m;
P Pc /. One can see that the qualitative difference between pushing
and pulling endures in this new setting, moreover, we again observe regimes with
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ensuing dependencies of vC
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negative mobility. It is interesting that by fixing parameters Pc and m
P we induce a
dependence of the polymerization and depolymerization rates (v ; vC ) on Q (see
the inserts in Fig. 4.15) which agrees qualitatively with the trends suggested in [83]
based on the polymerization ratchet model. We also note that at sufficiently strong
pulling loads Q > Qc D .2  Pc /=, the cell length L diverges which suggests
that also in the case of non-kinematic driving the minimal model should still be
elastically regularized.
Ultimately, the choice of the driving mode requires microscopic modeling and
the answer may depend on the type of the cell, the environment and the regime of
loading.

4.3.5 Discussion
In this section we studied an interplay between contraction and protrusion required
to sustain and carry various cargoes. By using an analytically transparent framework
we demonstrated that contraction and protrusion mechanisms can interchange their
roles as one varies the dipole component of the external load.
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Our model predicts a possibility of a sharp transition between protrusion
dominated motility and contraction dominated motility in response to an increase of
the pulling force. This transition has a macroscopic signature and can be in principle
identified experimentally with a negative mobility range on a force-velocity curve.
Vis-à-vis the general behavior of active media, we have shown that an interplay
between ‘pushers’ and ‘pullers’ can lead to observable effects in the presence of
applied loads. The importance of the idea that different active mechanisms can swap
roles depending on the task goes far beyond the subject of cell motility.
While our minimal model still under-represents some physical effects (e.g.
autotaxis of myosin motors, active adhesion, complex membrane dynamics, etc.
[48, 63, 141, 163, 165, 166, 169]) it allows one to go beyond force velocity relations
and study the efficiency of cargo-pulling machinery. Thus, in [122] we have shown
that a competition between protrusion and contraction can result in a bi-modal
structure of the load-efficiency relation.
Perhaps our most intriguing finding is that the fine structure of the forcevelocity relation may depend on the modality of external driving and we argued
that kinematic driving may not be the only physically and biologically natural
choice. In particular, we suggested that instead of the rates of polymerization and
depolymerization, the cell may be controlling the energy supplies required for the
functioning of contraction and protrusion mechanisms. We have shown, however,
that while the detailed shape of the force velocity relation depends on the choice
of the driving mode, its loading-sensitive convexity-concavity structure is a robust
feature of the model.

4.4 Adhesion
In this section we turn our attention to adhesion. We remain in the general
framework developed in the previous sections, see also [2, 44, 65, 83, 102, 124,
127, 146, 160], and study the active re-organization of adhesive complexes inside
a self-propelling layer ensuring an optimal cost-performance trade-off for steady
self propulsion. We assume that (in the range of interest) the energetic cost of
self-propulsion is velocity independent (cf. [125]) and adopt, as an optimality
criterion, the maximization of the overall velocity. We are interested in steady
translocation and assume that the internal distributions of mechanical parameters
are compatible with the traveling wave ansatz. This simplifying assumption allows
us to replace the optimization of the crawling stroke in space and time by a purely
spatial optimization of the internal distribution of active elements in the co-moving
coordinate system. In a similar but simpler setting the dependence of cell velocity
on the distribution of adhesion properties was first studied by Carlsson [33].
Our main result is that depending on the outcome of the competition between
contraction and protrusion mechanisms, the ‘optimal’ adhesion would cooperate
either with one or the other.
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4.4.1 The Model
Since our knowledge of the mechanism controlling the transport and the intensity of
active agents performing adhesion is rather limited, we adopt in this section a semikinematic approach and treat the corresponding distribution as a functional control
parameter constrained by the fundamental mechanical balances. We then pose a
variational problem of finding the optimal temporal and spatial distributions of this
control parameter inside a crawling continuum body. In view of some successful
attempts to justify such reverse engineering approach [125], we anticipate that our
optimal solutions will be eventually backed by an appropriate constitutive theory
describing active adhesive clusters.
The object of our study is again a one-dimensional segment of viscous active
gel representing the cell lamellipodium on a frictional substrate. The force balance
will be still written in the form (4.17) but we now assume that the frictional
coefficient, mimicking the distribution of focal adhesions, is space and time
dependent .x; t/ 0. We also now assume that the active pre-stress 0 .x; t/
0
is a function of space and time, however, instead of writing an equation for c.x; t/
we view the function 0 .x; t/, entering the constitutive law D @x v C 0 , as an
independent functional degree of freedom.
We further assume that some internal mechanism (stiffness of the cell cortex
[12, 21, 49, 93, 117, 142], osmotic pressure actively controlled by the channels and
pumps on the cell membrane [69, 147], etc.) maintains a given size L.t/ D L0 of the
cell (the ‘rigid’ model briefly discussed in Sect. 4.2.9). To model active protrusion
we again impose the two kinematic Stefan type boundary conditions (4.47).
The two functions 0 .x; t/ and .x; t/ will be interpreted as infinite dimensional controls parameters and found through an optimization procedure. Even in
the absence of a detailed microscopic model governing the rearrangement of these
agents we still need to subject them to integral constraints prescribing the average
number of adhesion complexes [13]
1
L

Z

lC .t/
l .t/

.x; t/dx D   ;

(4.58)

0 .x; t/dx D  ;

(4.59)

where   > 0 is a given constant and
1
L

Z

lC .t/
l .t/

where  > 0 is another given constant representing the average number of
contractile motors [150]. It is clear from (4.58), (4.59) that since we prescribe the
density of active agents, the performance of the self-propulsion machinery will
be proportional to the length of the active segment, so the appropriate velocity
functional must be also normalized by the total length.
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To simplify the analysis we assume that the motion of the active segment is steady
[75, 131] with unknown velocity V D Pl D PlC and that the unknown functions ; v
and the unknown controls ;  depend exclusively onp
the co-moving coordinate u.
Then in dimensionless variables WD = , x WD x= =  , t WD t=. = /,  WD
=  and  WD = we obtain the force balance equation


1
@u
L2



@u .u/
g1 .u/


C .u/ D g2 .u/:

(4.60)

The re-scaled control functions
g1 .u/ D .Lu/

0; g2 .u/ D 0 .Lu/

0

must satisfy the constraints
Z

1=2
1=2

Z
g1 .u/du D

1=2

1=2

g2 .u/du D 1:

(4.61)

The boundary conditions take the form
(

.1=2/ D .1=2/
1
L2

@u .1=2/
g1 .1=2/



@u .1=2/
g1 .1=2/

D V

;

(4.62)

where
V WD

V
:
L

The dimensionless velocity of the segment per length V D V=L can be found from
the formula


1
@u .1=2/
@u .1=2/
V D Vm C 2
C
;
(4.63)
2L
g1 .1=2/
g1 .1=2/
where
Vm WD

Vm
:
L

If we now assume that the two parameters (Vm ; V), characterizing actin treadmilling, are fixed we can pose the optimization problem of finding the controls
g1 .u/, g2 .u/ ensuring the maximization of the normalized velocity V. This problem
is nontrivial because the functional Vfg1 ; g2 g is prescribed implicitly through the
unknown solution of the boundary value problem (4.60), (4.62). To our advantage
this linear elliptic problem is classical, e.g. [100].
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We observe that parameter Vm enters the expression for the velocity (4.63) in
an additive way and does not affect the solution of the optimization problem. The
reason is that Vm characterizes a propulsion mode associated with simple accretion
of the material at the front and its simultaneous removal at the rear; when Vm ¤ 0 an
a priori polarity is imposed and the problem of motility initiation disappears. In view
of the complete independence of this mode of self-propulsion from our controls, we
assume without loss of generality that Vm D 0.
In contrast to Vm , the second parameter V, also characterizing the protrusion
strength, does not induce polarity. As we have seen in the previous section, this
parameter represents the mechanical action of pushers. Indeed, consider again the
global balance of couples in the co-moving coordinate system [see also (4.57)]
Z

1=2

L
1=2

Z
g1 .u/v.u/udu 

0

D V C

1=2

1=2

g2 .u/du:

(4.64)

R 1=2
Here the first term in the left hand side Tf D L 1=2 g1 .u/v.u/udu characterizes
the total moment due to external (frictional) forces [137] and the second term
Tr D 0 corresponds to passive reaction forces resulting from the prescription of the
length of the segment. The first term in the right hand side Tp D T D V is due
R 1=2
to active protrusion, while the second term Ta D 1=2 g2 .u/du D 1 is due to active
contraction. Our assumption that V > 0 means that the protrusion couple has a
negative sign showing that the corresponding force dipoles act on the surrounding
medium by pushing outward and creating negative stress. Instead, the contraction
couple has a positive sign because the contractile forces pull inward and the induced
stresses are positive. We can therefore (tentatively) argue that motility is protrusiondominated when T > 1 and it is contraction-dominated when 0 < T < 1. This
assertion will be supported in what follows by rigorous analysis.

4.4.2 Contraction Driven Motility
The simplest analytically transparent case is when protrusion is disabled V D 0
and motility is fully contraction-driven.
Suppose first that g1
1 which means that the adhesion complexes are
distributed uniformly. Then the velocity can be expressed as a quadrature
VD

1
2 sinh. L2 /

Z

1=2
1=2

sinh.Lu/g2 .u/du

(4.65)

here again we see that if the function g2 .u/ is even, then V D 0 (analog of Purcell’s
theorem [87, 119]). If the distribution g2 .u/ is non-symmetric and, for instance,
more motors are placed at the rear of the segment, the velocity will become positive.
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Using the fact g2 .u/ 0 we can also conclude from (4.65) that V  1=2: This upper
bound is reached when all the motors are fully localized at the rear and g2 .u/ D
ı.u C 1=2/.
Now, consider the general case when the focal adhesions are distributed inhomogeneously: g1 .u/ ¤ const. Since (4.60) is a Sturm–Liouville problem, its solution
can be written as
Z
.u/ D

0



1=2

1=2

G.u; s/ Œg2 .s/ 

0  ds;

(4.66)

where the Green’s function G.u; s/ can be represented by two auxiliary functions
h.u/ and f .u/
G.u; s/ D

1
h.u/f .s/1Œs<u C h.s/f .u/1Œu<s ;
C

(4.67)

solving the following standard boundary value problems [100]:
(

. g11 h0 /0 D L2 h
,
h.1=2/ D 1; h.1=2/ D 1

(

. g11 f 0 /0 D L2 f
:
f .1=2/ D 1; f .1=2/ D 1

(4.68)

In (4.67), C D .hf 0  fh0 /=g1 is a constant involving the Wronskian of the two
auxiliary functions h.u/ and f .u/ and 1 is the indicator function. We can now write
VD

1
2

Z

1=2
1=2

f .u/.g2 .u/  gO 2 /du;

(4.69)

where we introduced a new measure of inhomogeneity of contraction:
R 1=2
gO 2 D

1=2 h.u/g2 .u/du
:
R 1=2
1=2 h.u/du

If both functions g1;2 .u/ are even, then f .u/ is odd and, since the integral of a product
of an odd and an even functions is equal to zero, we obtain that V D 0. The same
result follows if we assume that contraction is homogeneous g2 .u/ D gO 2 D 1 while
the adhesion distribution g1 .u/ is arbitrary. Therefore, to ensure motility at V D 0,
contraction must be inhomogeneous while adhesion may still be uniform (provided
contraction is not even).
To find the optimal distributions g1 .u/, g2 .u/ we proceed in two steps. We first
show that V  1 and then find a configuration of controls allowing the cell to reach
this bound.
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Notice that we can rewrite (4.69) in the form
1
VD
2

!

Z

Z
f .u/.g2 .u/  gO 2 /du C

f .u/.g2 .u/  gO 2 /du ;

SC

S

where we defined the domains S D fu=g2 .u/  gO 2 g and SC D fu=g2 .u/ > gO 2 g :
Applying the maximum principle to (4.68) we obtain that 1 h.u/ 0 and h.u/
f .u/ h.u/. Using the bounds on f , we can write
!

Z

Z

1
V
2

h.u/g2.u/du C gO 2
SC

h.u/du :
S

Since the integrands are positive and h.u/  1 it finally follows that
Z
V

Z

1=2
1=2

h.u/g2 .u/du 

1=2
1=2

g2 .u/du D 1:

(4.70)

Observe that in the case of a homogeneous adhesion, the velocity could reach only
one half of this maximal value.
We now show that the maximal value of velocity V D 1 can be reached if both
controls g1 .u/ and g2 .u/ are fully localized. Take  > 0 and consider a regularized
distribution
g1 .uI / D

1


:
 2 C .u  u1 /2

For this choice of g1 .u/ the auxiliary functions h.u/ and f .u/ can be written
explicitly in term of Legendre polynomials. In the limit  ! 0 we obtain
lim !0 g1 .uI / D ı.u  u1 /. Then
1 if u  u1
1 if u > u1 :

h.u/ D 1 and f .u/ D

By using these explicit expressions we can rewrite (4.69) in the form
1
VD
2

"Z

u1
1=2

Z
g2 .u/du 

1=2

#
g2 .u/du  2u1 :

(4.71)

u1

If we now suppose that g2 .u/ D ı.u  u2 / the expression for velocity reduces to
8
1  2u1 if u2 < u1
1<
VD
2u1 if u2 D u1 :
2:
1  2u1 if u2 > u1
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It is now clear that the velocity reaches its maximal value as u1 ! 1=2 while
u2 < u1 . We can then formally write u2 D u1 D 1=2 and claim that controls
g2 .u/ D g1 .u/ D ı.u C 1=2/ saturate the bound V D 1: Notice, however, that if
we assume directly u1 D u2 ! 1=2 in (4.71), we obtain V D 1=2. This is in
agreement with the physical intuition that the anchorage point must be located to
the right of the pulling force dipole: in this case the pulling forces advance the rear
edge of the segment with minimal slipping. Mathematically, we encounter here the
case of non-commutation of the limiting procedures u2 ! 1=2, u1 ! 1=2 and
we obtain V D 1 only if the limits are taken in the above order.
To summarize, the optimization of the distribution of focal adhesions allows the
contraction-driven segment to reach the value of velocity which is twice as large as
when the adhesion is uniform. This means that in order to improve performance,
the adhesion must conspire with the contraction machinery making sure that both
the motors and the adhesive centers are localized at the trailing edge. Interestingly,
exactly this type of correlation between the stresses created by contraction and
the distribution of focal adhesions was observed in experiments and numerical
simulations [18, 52, 143, 161, 162, 164]. The localization of adhesion complexes
close to cell edges, where contraction is the strongest, has been also reported outside
the motility context [19, 43, 107].

4.4.3 The General Case
We now turn to the general case where both contraction and protrusion are active. In
particular, the protrusive power will be characterized by the parameter V D T > 0
which was assumed to be equal to zero in the previous section. In this more general
setting we can write
3
2R
1=2
Z 1=2
1 4 1=2 f .u/du
TC
VD
f .u/.g2 .u/  gO 2 /du5 :
(4.72)
R 1=2
2
1=2
h.u/du
1=2
As we see, the first term in the right hand side is associated with protrusionbased (filament driven) motility while the second term is the contribution due to
contraction-based (motor driven) motility [128]. We notice that if g1 .u/ is even,
then f .u/ is odd and h.u/ is even, leading to
R 1=2
1=2 f .u/du
D 0:
R 1=2
1=2 h.u/du
If g2 .u/ is also even, then
Z

1=2
1=2

f .u/.g2 .u/  gO 2 /du D 0:
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In this case the velocity of the segment is fully controlled by the accretion
mechanism characterized by the parameter Vm .
Consider first the case of protrusion-driven motility by assuming that contraction
is homogeneous g2 .u/ 1 and therefore does not contribute to the overall velocity.
By using again the maximum principle we obtain inequalities
R 1=2
1=2 f .u/du
1  R 1=2
 1;
1=2 h.u/du
leading to the upper bound
V

T
:
2

(4.73)

The maximum of the protrusive contribution to velocity is reached when, g1 .u/ D
ı.u  12 /; because in this case h D 1 and f D 1 almost everywhere. Observe, that the
optimal solution in the case of protrusion-driven motility is in some sense opposite
to the solution g1 .u/ D ı.u C 1=2/ obtained in the case of the contraction-driven
motility.
Based on (4.70) and (4.73) we can now argue that in the case when both
treadmilling and contraction are present, an upper bound for velocity is
V

T
C 1:
2

However, in view of the incompatibility of the corresponding optimal controls, this
bound cannot be reached. The optimal strategy for focal adhesions would then
require a compromise between the necessity to localize adhesion at the trailing edge
in order to assist the contraction mechanism and the competing need to localize
adhesion at the leading edge in order to improve the protrusion power of the cell.
To obtain a lower bound for V we now consider a particular test function
representing a weighted sum of our competing optimal controls, g1 .u/ D qı.u C
1=2/ C .1  q/ı.u  1=2/. We also chose g2 .u/ D ı.u  u0 /; where q 2 Œ0; 1 and
u0 2 Œ1=2; 1=2 are two parameters to be optimized. Then, by solving (4.68) we
obtain,
8
ˆ
1 if u D 1=2
<
12q
f .u/ D 1Cq.1q/L2 if u 2  1=2; 1=2Œ
:̂
1 if u D 1=2
and,

h.u/ D

8
ˆ
<
:̂

1 if u D 1=2
if u 2  1=2; 1=2Œ
1 if u D 1=2;

1
1Cq.1q/L2
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Fig. 4.16 Solid lines: lower bound on the optimal velocity of self-propulsion V as a function
of the measure of the (relative) protrusive strength T. The optimal strategy depends on whether
contraction (T < 1 ) or protrusion (T > 1) dominates. The dashed line represents the upper bound
obtained by formally summing the incompatible upper bounds for the protrusion and contraction
based strategies. The dotted line represents a sub-optimal strategy obtained under the assumption
that adhesion is homogeneous. Insets illustrate the associated configurations of controls g1 .u/ and
g2 .u/

which leads to the expression for the velocity
VD

1
T
.1  2q/ C .f .u0 /  .1  2q/h.u0//:
2
2

The optimization with respect to u0 gives u0 D 1=2 and
VD

T
 q.T  1/:
2

Finally, optimizing in q we obtain that if T < 1, we must have q D 0 and if T > 1,
we must have q D 1. This result, illustrated in Fig. 4.16, suggests that there is a
switch at T D 1 between the contraction-centered optimization strategy (q D 0)
and the protrusion-centered optimization strategy (q D 1). Notice that the switch
takes place exactly when the negative protrusion generated couple T becomes equal
to the positive contractile couple equal to 1. At a ‘critical’ state T D 1, the two
active mechanisms neutralize each other and active dipoles become invisible behind
the passive terms in Eq. (4.64): in this case the optimal position of active agents
becomes indeterminate.
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To show that the low bound obtained above is rather close to being optimal we
solved in [123] the optimization problem numerically. Our numerical results are
in full agreement with the analytic bounds. In [123] we also used a perturbation
analysis to provide additional evidence that our lower bounds are close to being
optimal.
Based on all these studies we conjecture that the function V.T/, representing
the optimal velocity, is piece-wise linear with a kink at T D 1. The presence
of a threshold indicates a switch from contraction-dominated motility pattern
to protrusion-dominated motility pattern. As the relative power of protrusion,
epitomized by T, increases beyond this threshold, the focal adhesions, maintaining
the optimality of the self-propulsion velocity, must migrate from the trailing to the
leading edge of the active segment. The dynamic migration of adhesion proteins to
the edges has been observed in experiments [107]. In real cells, however, both edges
are usually populated by adhesion complexes and we can speculate that in this way
cells can adjust more smoothly to transitions from one driving mode to another.

4.4.4 Discussion
In this section we studied optimal strategies allowing cells to move faster by actively
coordinating spatial distributions of contractile and adhesive agents. Our study
reveals that if adhesion complexes can detect the dominating mechanism of self
propulsion, they can self-organize to ensure the best performance.
We made specific predictions regarding the advantageous correlations between
the distributions of adhesive and force producing agents and showed that the
dependence of the maximal velocity of self-propulsion on the relative strength of
contraction and protrusion may be non-monotone. In particular, our model predicts
that a limited activation of protrusion will necessarily lower the maximal velocity
achieved in a purely contractile mode of self-propulsion. However, as the protrusion
strength increases, protrusion can overtake contraction and the velocity of selfpropulsion will increase beyond the level achieved in the contraction-dominated
case.
In the first section we saw that contraction-driven motility mechanism may be
sufficient to ensure cell polarization, motility initiation, motility arrest and the
symmetrization of a cell before mitosis [124, 126]. However, from the analysis
presented in the present section it becomes evident that, if the speed of selfpropulsion is an issue, cells should mostly rely on protrusion. More specifically, to
maximize its velocity performance after motility initiation a cell must switch from
contraction-dominated to protrusion-dominated motility mechanism by increasing
the protrusive power and appropriately rearranging the distribution of adhesive
complexes, see [122] for comparison with experiment. We have seen in the previous
section that similar transitions between contraction and protrusion mechanisms can
be used by a cell to accommodate different types of cargo.
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A schematic nature of the proposed one-dimensional model conceals considerable complexity of the actual cell motility phenomenon which involves intricate
bio-chemical feedback loops, geometrically complex mechanical flows and highly
nontrivial rheological behavior. In particular, the singular nature of the obtained
optimal distributions can be at least partially linked to the fact that polymerization
and depolymerization processes are localized at the edges. The situation is complicated further by the fact that the dominant trade-off condition, controlling the
self-organization of active agents, is still unknown notwithstanding some recent
results in this direction [125]. However, even in the absence of the definitive
optimization criterion and with minimal assumptions about the inner working of
the motility machinery, our study reveals that depending on the task and the available
resources a cell may have to modify its mode of operation rather drastically to ensure
the best performance.

4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we used one-dimensional representations of cellular crawling to
illustrate various interactions between the sub-mechanisms of the motility machinery. First, we used a one-dimensional model to expose a crucial role played in
cell motility by the nonlocal feedback between contraction and advection and
showed that both, motility initiation (implying polarization) and motility arrest
(associated with re-symmetrization) may be exclusively contraction-driven. We
then demonstrated that a one-dimensional approach presents a unique analytic
perspective on the load-induced switching between contraction and protrusion as the
dominating motility mechanisms and allows one to trace how different tasks can be
accomplished by the structural shifts in motility machinery. Finally, we used a onedimensional model to provide evidence that radically different spatial distributions
of adhesive complexes may be optimal depending on the domineering mechanism
of self-propulsion.
While our basic models were rooted in the same theory of active gels we
treated contraction-induced active stresses differently in different sections of this
chapter. In the first section, focused on contraction proper, we introduced a rather
detailed physical model accounting of both force generation and transport of force
producing elements. In the second section, where protrusion was the main player,
we made a simplifying assumption that the motors are uniformly distributed in
the lamellipodium. In the third section aiming at active redistribution of adhesive
complexes we did not specify the transport mechanism for contractile elements
allowing them to redistribute optimally to ensure that the velocity of directional
motility takes the largest value. Some of these assumptions are obviously extreme
and have been made with a single purpose of highlighting a particular submechanism of cell motility which would be otherwise obscured by various other
contributing factors. However, the unavoidable oversimplifications associated with
these assumptions, allowed us to reveals several robust effects:
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1. The role played in cell motility by the nonlocal feedback between the mechanics
and the transport of active agents.
2. The competition between the dominating driving modes and the possibility of
abrupt switches between them depending on the task.
3. A feasibility that the physical mechanism of self-propulsion allows the system to
ensure certain optimality of the response.
Despite the overall appeal of the proposed one-dimensional models, they leaves
several crucial questions unanswered. Thus, our focus on a normal velocity of selfpropulsion obscured the detailed description of the reverse flow of actin monomers
which we have replaced with an opaque jump process. Similarly, our desire to
maximally limit the number of allowed activity mechanisms, forced us to assume
that polymerization of actin monomers and their transport are fast, equilibrium
processes. The assumption of infinite compressibility of the cytoskeleton, which is
behind the decoupling of the mass transport from the momentum balance, is equally
questionable in the light of recent advances in the understanding of cytoskeletal
constitutive response [24, 116]. Finally, our schematic depiction of focal adhesions
as passive frictional pads needs to be corrected by the account of the ATP driven
integrin activity and the mechanical feedback from the binders to the cytoskeleton
[138]. These and other simplifications would have to be reconsidered in a richer
setting with realistic flow geometry which will also open a way towards more
adequate description of the membrane and to account for the polar nature of the
gel [55, 96, 152].
Ultimately, the answer to the question whether the proposed simplified description is sufficient to provide the fundamental explanation of the motility initiation
and arrest, of the cargo-induced switch between contraction and protrusion and of
the adjustment of adhesive mechanism to changes in domineering self-propulsion
mode, will depend on the extent to which the inclusion of the factors mentioned
above affects our main conclusions. A more thorough analysis will also open the
way towards much deeper understanding of each of these effects, in particular, it
should be able to explain the remarkable efficiency of the autotaxis mechanism
of self-propulsion delivering almost optimal performance at a minimal metabolic
cost [125].
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